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Chapter I

THE NEED FOR À RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN
ZÀI RE

Increasingly concern is expressed internationai-ly over

the shortfall in food production in the African continent.

A number of countries that were at one time food exporters

are now dependent on imports to meet their basic food re-

quirements. Generally the response has involved J-arge in-
vestments of capital in mechanized agriculture and the ex-

tensive use of chemical fertilizers. This form of

agricultura] production, especially since the mid 1970's,

has, due to factors such as shortages in foreign exchange

and skilled manpower, met with serious difficulties.

The shift in emphasis from the peasant producer has,

meanwhile, left him increasingly incapable of acguiring his

basic needs by his own labour.

This thesis responds to the situation by presenting an

approach that would resul-t in greatly increased agricultural
production at significantly reduced cost. The emphasis on

peasant producers allows for the involvement of the great

majority of Africa's agricultural population in the develop-

ment process. capital savings and increased foreign ex-

change revenues should release Iimited funds for social ser-

vices and industrial development.

1-



THE HISTORTC AFRTCAN SETTING

In the study of rural- development in Af rica it is not un-

common to See statements made early in the 20th century on

the primary position that agriculture would need to play in

the economic development of the African continent. The ear-

I iest aspects of t,he Gez i ra Scheme , in the Sudan ' sprang

from such a concern and resulted in a pilot pump scheme in

1910 and the completion of the Sennar dam in 1925 (Chambers,

1969:19). The scheme's purpose was to increase cotton pro-

duction to supply British mi11s. These were the beginnings

of what is today the world's largest Settlement Scheme.

Subsequent agricultural development programs during the

colonial period likewise did not focus on improving the lot

of local peasants, but on rapidly increasing the production

of those agriculturaL products sought after in the coloniz-

ing countries. As a result, the structure of production and

society in most of what are today considered the "developing

countries" tended to be characterized by smal1-scale tradi-

tional subsistence agriculÈure on the one hand, and large-

scale export-oriented plantation-type agriculture on the

other. What developed in Àfrica !{as an economy largely de-

pendent upon colonial povrers.

During the late 1940's and early 1950's, emphasis was put

on t,he rapid growth of GNP, with the intent that growth

would alleviate poverty. Growth ytas equated with develop-
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ment. This rapid growth could best be achieved through em-

phasis on a single sector and on modern activities, through

a process of Iarge and discrete injections of investment

funds. Examples of such an approach are Rosenstein-Rodan's

"Big Push" and Rostow's "Take-off into Sustained Growth"

theories. The single sector investment framework, based on

the Harrod-Domar mode1, precluded any attention being paid

to alternative investment possibilities. Industrial devel-

opment, seen as the primary means of attaining rapid econom-

ic growth, received practically aIl available funds (rhor-

becke, 1 980 2292)

During the 1960's the agricultural sector was viewed as a
potential source of unlimited labor and agricultural surplus

for the rest of the economy. Since peasants v¡ere seen to be

largely unemployed, their release from subsistence agricul-
ture in large numbers would involve no consequent reduction

in agricultural output. Rather, the decreased rural popula-

tion would novr require less for consumption purposes thus

generating an agricultural surplus which could be used to

fuel industrial development.

Protectionist walls were built around domestic production

of consumer goods. Currency exchange rates were set so as

to reduce the cost of imported capital goods. Such policies

favored domestic industry and strongly discriminated against

agricultural output. This squeezing of resources out of ag-

::.::
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riculture, too fast and too ear1y, impeded its growth and

effectively "starved the backward agricultural goose before

it could lay the golden egg" (Thorbecke,1980z294).

By the early 1970's the appearance of a number of empiri-

cal studies of agricultural performance provided the basis

for comparative analyses. It appeared from these studies

that the countries that had performed best in economic

growth, employment, the alleviation of poverty, and the bal-

ance of payments, had followed a policy of a widespread ap-

plication of labour intensive technology to the whole of ag-

riculture. The result vras the progressive modernization of

agriculture from the bottom up. In this unimodal approach,

agricultural development is spread evenly through appropri-

ate agricultural research and technology, Iand distribution,
and the provision of rural infrastructure (Thorbecke,

1 980 2296) .

1.2 THE CONTEMPORÀRY SITUAT]ON

Despite recent advances indicated above, much of Africa

stiIl finds itself in conditions very similar to those de-

scribed as resulting from earl-ier policies" The bulk of the

population in tropical Àfrica (ttre potential consumer of in-

dustrial products) is rural. These traditional farmers of-

ten have negligible purchasing po$¡ers. Àlthough there may

be little abject poverty in most of Sub-Saharan Africa,

,lì':n
.'..,:L.



there stiIl remain Iarge areas

5

in which the farming popula-

tion participates only marginally in the cash economy. The

bulk of their food needs is grown in small plots on which a

large variety of plants are intercropped. The traditional

unit of cultivation is the family, with some of the most im-

portant tasks often the duty of women. Marketing of any ex-

tra produce in order to procure the limited manufactured

items they desire - metal tools, pots, cloth - presents a

real difficulty in view of the lack of a rural infrastruc-

ture. Access and transportation are frequently Iimited to

only a small portion of the population living in close prox-

imity to trunk routes. Secondary and feeder routes are sel-
dom more than trails or foot paths. Men are known to carry

loads exceeding 20 kilograms for distances of up to 25 kilo-
metres, and h'omen regul-arly carry heavy loads f or up to 40

k i lomet res .

It is estimated that by the year 2000 the agricultural
population in developing countries wilI rise from the cur-

rent 920 million to 1,480 million (nristenson, cited by Ver-

meer, 1976:385). Currently more than half of the world's

farmers are involved in the traditional agricultural econo-

ffiy. Despite numerous projects designed to modernize African

agriculture, it appears evident that for the near future the

bulk of foodstuffs wiII be provided by indigenous food-pro-

ducing methods. Large-scaIe government agricultural
schemes, bringing a few thousand hectares into production

,ì:,L_
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annually, will not be able to meet the needs.

small holders, using traditional agricultural

need to be motivated to increase production

the expanding minimum needs (Vermeer, 1976:386

6

MiIIions of

methods, wilI
so as to meet

).

Confronted with needs of such magnitude, suggested solu-

tions have ranged from blanket naÏve applications of Western

techniques and technology to despair and belief that a solu-

tion Iies beyond human capabilities. During the last few

decades however, greater attention has been given to indige-

nous agricultural systems and the role they play in economic

development. While an understanding of the operation of

traditional institutions, that have served the rural people

for centuries, is essential for modifying oId arrangements

and introducting nevr ones, our knowledge of those systems is

rudimentary at best. Moreover, despite the interest indi-
cated above, donor countries have been reluctant to grapple

with these systems. Working with them wiIl require a com-

mitment of time and resources (nondineIli, 1979:413).

Over the years numerous attempts have been made to re-

spond to the need for increased agricultural output and to

improve rural living conditions. The Sudanese Gezira Scheme

has been successful in increasing that country's cotton pro-

duction but it is doubtful that it has resulted in any sig-
nificant improvement in living conditions or their ability
to set their own objectives and to decide how these are to



be achieved. The majority of the settlers
control over deci

they had prior

7

stiIl live in

sions concern-

to settlement

(Beer,'1955:45; Barnett, 1977:30).

Major resettlement prograns were attempted in Nigeria and

Ghana. Both involved the expenditure of large sums of mon-

ey. The former has been termed a dismal failure, the latter
less than a total success. Various types of resettlement

schemes have also been attempted in Kenya and Tanzaniar F€-

sulting in varying degrees of success. Many local small-

scale projects have been attempted by church and interna-
tional philanthropic organisations in most African countries

south of the Sahara. Zaire has experienced numerous such

attempts, especially since independence.

I^fhile a f ew pro jects appear to en joy relative success,

most smal1-scale programs have been abandoned, leaving vir-
tually no trace of their existence. The remains of larger
projects cannot be covered up as easily, and buildings re-
main as monuments to failure or are at best used for other

than their intended purposes. Efforts continue however,

both at the national and international levels.

drab mud huts, and have less

ing their life-styIe than

ZaÏre is one of t,he countries
per capita food production, and

dent on imported food products.

and focus onr this country stems

experiencing a decline in
is now quite heavily depen-

The author's concern for,
from his extended involve-
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its agricultural and economic development efforts.

It is assumed that, while conditions vary form one country

to another, sufficient similarities exist to make the guide-

lines that evolve of value to development personnel in other

developing countries as we11, pârticularly in Central Àfri-
ca.

1.3 THE ZÀIRIAN SETTING

Agriculture in Zaire has been designated, by President

Mobutu, ês "the priority of priorities" since 1967. In con-

junction with this announcement the population was encour-

aged to "roII up the shirt sleeves" 1 in a concerLed effort
to increase production. The rural- population responded,

producing appreciably more than had been produced in previ-
ous years. Unfortunately, much of the crop was left to rot
or to be destroyed by insects and rodents because no ade-

quate marketing system was in p1ace.

To alleviate the marketing bottleneck, bureaus were set

up for coffee and cereal grains. These were allocated suf-
ficient staff and furnished with the necessary administra-

tive facilities and vehicles. In order to assure that pro-

ducers would benefit from the official minimum farm-gate

prices and good adrninistration, these bureaus were given a

1 In French, "retroussons les
gravings on the back of One
ident and those surrounding
up their sleeves.

manches". Subsequentlyr €n-
Zaire biIls depicted the Pres-
him in the process of rolling

it
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monopoly covering all marketing aspect,s.

9

River transport

facilities were brought up to acceptable levels. For numer-

ous reasons, however, including improperly traíned and moti-

vated agents, the bureaus never accomplished their objec-

tive. Unable to sell products to merchants, as had

previously been the practice, the villagers were again left
holding on to their products. After a few years of such

market disruption the program vras abandoned (nanque du

Zaïre , 197 9:45 ) .

Àbout the same time the country's political and depart-

mental leaders were encouraged to Iaunch commercial- agricul-
tural projects. In order to enable them to do so, they were

given credit to purchase the necessary equipment. Included

were trucks to haul the products to market. The same equip-

ment, tractors with all tiIling, seeding, and harvesting

equipment, but not including trucks, !¡as also made available
to established development agencies in order to enabLe them

to become directty involved in production. They vrere also

furnished with a wide range of simple agricultural tools
machettes, hoes, axes, pruning shears, etc, for distribu-
tion to villagers domonstrating a need.

Fairly extensive programs, financed and operated largely
by outside agencies, were launched in order to increase ag-

ricultural output through the development of improved non-

hybrid varieties of maize as well as more resistant vari-



eties of manioc.

10

These programs, stiIl in progress, show

potential for greatly increased productivity. Current 1y

maize seed is available,

yet sufficient. TriaIs
promising, but cuttings

the distribution facilit

zie, 1984).

but avenues of distribution are not

with improved manioc varieties are

are not sufficient to supply even

ies available (McKenzie and McKen-

three-

counfry

of ag-

and to

À11 these efforts, t,aking place primarily in the early
and mid 1970's, did not bring about the desired results, and

little vras done for several years. In the late 1970's how-

ever, in view of a continued per capita decrease in agricul-
tural output, another series of efforts, currently in prog-

ress, vlas launched.

Pressure was brought to bear on government representa-

tives in rural areas to encourage loca1 efforts at increas-

ing agricultural production. This vras accomplished by re-
quiring them to make regular progress reports in the

presence of their peers. As a result they keep up on event,s

back home and give moral support to such efforts. It should

be noted, however, that IittIe, if âDy, material support is
given through this channel.

In March 1979, President Mobutu announced a nest

year agricultural strategy which was to return the

to food self-sufficiency, to increase the production

ricultural products serving as industrial inputs,
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achieve the diversification of exports through the increased

production of those products having a demand in foreign mar-

kets. The program was renevred in March 198'1 f or a f urt,her

three-year period. This generalized increase in production

was to be achieved primarily by a re-emphasis of private en-

terprise. All firms involved in the processing of agricul-
tural products were allowed a special three percent mark-up

on the sale price. Such earnings yrere then to be applied to
increasing agricultural production, both in their own area

of interest, generally commercial cropsr âs we1I as in other

food products. Despite extremely limited funding, the agri-
cultural department, which in 1981 received only about 3.6

percent of the national budget, made funds available to pri-
vate sector agencies concentrating on training and encourag-

ing rural producers (Département de I'AgricuIture, 198 3..41¡

McKenzie and McKenzie, 1984).

In an effort to get more products onto the market, and in

cooperation with U.S.AID, the country has launched an exten-

sive program in trunk route renewal, bridge-building, and in

the improvement of rural river port facilities (U.S.AID,

1983:34). Vehicl-es are being made available on a credit ba-

sis to merchants and agencies involved in the transport of

agricultural products. In 1981 and 1982 price controls were

Iifted on aII agricultural products both at the farm-gate

and at the consumer level (OialIo, 1983:33).
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In 1981 a joint development company, Compaqnie de DéveI*

oppement Àqro-Pastorale Intéqré du Kwanqo-Kwilu,2 vras formed

involving government, and non-government development agencies

as weIl as private enterprises concerned with agricultural
production and product processing. This company, largely

funded from government sources, encourages cooperation in

order to avoid duplication of effort, provides technical as-

sistance, and disseminates information. It is to encourage

those involved in the production of improved seed varieties,
and is to be a distributor of veterinary products and agri-
cultural chemicals. Eventually, as it becomes more estab-

lished, it is also to administer agricultural credit on be-

half of the state.

Though some increase in total output has occured, results
are far from satisfactory. Much effort has been expended at

the macro and regional levels, but not much has actually
changed as far as the small producer is concerned. Virtual-
ly no effort has gone into organizing and initiating village
people in an effort to attain these national- goals. The

most important element has been overlooked.

Zaire was a net food exporter at independence, exporting

vegetable oi1, manioc, peanuts, rice, and maize, in addition

to commercial agricultural products. Food output dropped

dramatically immediately following accession to indepen-

2 See maps in Appendix 1.
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dence, and has increased only marginally since.

capita basis it is, in fact, still decreasing.

13

On a per

In an effort to develop a realistic set of guidelines for

a solution to the problem, and in view of the general lack

of success of past efforts, we shall review t,he process of

declining per capita output and the resultant situation in

which the country finds itself. A subsequent chapter will
revievr a cross-section of development projects, including

those alluded to above, followed by an evaluation of the

projects, and an effort to determine the factors tending to-
ward the project's success or failure. A fifth section

will, oñ the basis of these findings, seek to set up guide-

lines for micro-Ievel rural development projects. The fo1-

Iowing chapter will then, by vray of example, present a

project proposal designed for the Kwilu Sub-Region of Zaire.

In the concluding chapter we will discuss the necessary con-

ditions to the project's success and its applicabitity to

other developing countries.

;,$.t ,
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Chapter I I

THE SITUATION IN ZAIRE

To understand the contemporary problem, we need to con-
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sider aspects of Zaire's colonial and post-colonial experi-

encesr âs the current situation has its roots in these ear-

Iier experiences.

2.1 EÀRLY COLONTAL CONTACTS

ÀIthough the area of Zaire under study was quite well

known by the Portuguese as early as 1552, there was no known

penetration by European traders until 1877. The main con-

tact up to that point vlas via middle-men involved in the

slave trade. Commercial occupation began in 1893 with a pri-
mary interest in mineral (gold and diamond) extraction. The

area however offered IittIe promise and activities focused

on areas more to the east. Substantial potential was how-

ever noted for the harvesting of natural products such as

rubber and palm fruits. By 1 900 concessions were being

granted to companies such as Compaqnie du Kasai (C.I(. ),
Huileries du Conqo Belqe (U.C.B. ), and Comptoir Commercial

Conqolais (C.C.C. ) .3 little attention was given to the en-

3 For their areas of exploitation see map, Appendix À, Fi9-
ure 3.

14
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couragement of indigenous agriculture. The focus vras rather

on encouraging nationals to gather products for the conces-

sionary companies. tnitially great efforL was devoted to-
ward the gathering of natural rubber. When South East Asian

plantations began producing Iarge quantities of better qual-

ity rubber, interest switched to the harvesting of natural-

pa1m. OnIy later did the companies develop ext.ensive plan-

tations (HicoIai, 1 963:300-302 ) .

This emphasis on the palm industry was to have a profound

impact on the developing agricultural pattern of. the region.

Though some encouragement was later given to increased agri-
cultural production by the nationals, a large number of

males vlere recruited and removed from their native areas as

palmfruit cutters. WhoIe families were therefore uprooted.

Given their traditional Land-use arrangements, such families
l¡ere then effectively removed from the production of surplus

agricultural products. This did not, however, rule out lat-
er efforts at increasing surplus production

those not involved in industry.
the part of

2.2 BELGIÀN EFFORTS AT TNCREÀSING AGRTCULTURAL OUTPT'T

Belgium had accepted the ILO Convention on forced labour.

The acceptance was subject, however, to several reserva-

tions, the main one being that compulsory crops could be im-

posed for educational purposes (de Briey, 1968t21. In keep-

f
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ing v¡ith this position, through a
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law passed in 1917, the

government of the Belgian congo set out to overcome the

"primary handicap" to agricultural development, that being

the "lack of agricultural activity on the part of the na-

tives". This law required the members of the ethnic commu-

nities to grolr each year, and for their own profit, either
food crops or other marketable products. This method had a

decisive influence on the direction in which congolese agri-
curture deveroped. The government immediately set up estab-
lishments to research Para rubber, coffee, cocoa, and elaeis
(oi1) palm production and processing. The success of this
research attracted the attention of Belgian industries foI-
lowing World War I, and especially after 1924 (nelgian Congo

Information and publ-ic Relations Office (sCrpRO), 19592275\.

rn 1933 the Institut Nationar pour 1'Etude Àqronomisue du

conqo Belqe ,r**u" ror*.4 in order to assure the de-

sired "rational- and progressive development of native agri-
curture". rt was to promote native farming community devel-
opments "in the most complete form", in order to "permit the

native to become a Landowner and enjoy the economic freedom

guaranteed by the ColoniaI Charter" (BCIpRO, 19592276).

The imposition of compursory cropping for educationar
purposes e¡as indicative of the Bergian attitude of a pater-
nal interest in the welfare of the native popuration as werr

as of a concern for the economic development of the colony.
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de Briey (1968:4), himself a former Belgian government offi-
c ial, vouches f or t,he attachment of many of f ic ials to the

Africans, convinced of the nobility of their task, but ad-

mits that concern for efficiency and productivity "Ied them
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to perform tasks which could have been done,

s1ow1y and less v¡eI1, by their subordinates".

albeit more

Efforts at improving the agricultural base resulted in

production of food crops significantly above the subsistence

Ievel. From 1951 to 1956 two thousand tonnes of selected

and improved seeds were distribut,edr ês well as in excess of

five million saplings and cuttings and forty tonnes of tu-
bers. This resulted in remarkable increases in yields.
Coffee, cotton, and palm yields increased by approximately

200 percent (i.e. achieved some 300 percent of the prior av-

erage), and rice and corn yields by 100 percent (sCfpnO

1959:280). Whereas in 1930 the surplus amounted to 2.5 mil-
lion Belgian Francs, by 1945 this more than doubled, and at

its maximum in 1955 achieved 10.5 million BF. Acreage ex-

panded in very much the same fashion. Virtually all of this
was accomplished through traditional production methods by

Congolese nationals. Cash crops witnessed the same dramatic

increase with¡ on average, one half of the harvest coming

from the approxirnately two thirds of total acreage cultivat-
ed by nationals. For cash crops, total output continued to
increase right up to independence in 1960, though production

by nationals did not increase greatly after 1955 despite a
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conÈinued increase in acreage (gCrpnO, 1960:88,89).4

These dramatic increases were achieved through compulsory

agricultural production, primarily of food crops, and by a

settlement program through which, by 1956, 200 thousand

farms had been parcelled out and 1 50 thousand of a planned

500 thousand, had been settled. These, although they repre-

sented only a tenth of the rural population, were producing

15 percent of the country's corn and peanuts, 22 percent of

the rice, and 27 percent of the cotton. Commercial- markets

were established throughout, assuring both a ready market

for surplus production and the supply of basic necessities,

including simple agricultural implements, to the producers

( Ti ker-ri ker , 1 98 0 2297 ) . Bureaus were set up to check the

quality and the standardization of products intended for ex-

port, and a number of agronomists, accompanied by national

assistants, carried on, throughout the countryr âD intensive
program aimed at educating the population and devel-oping

various crops. European colonists meanwhile benefitted from

the research being carried on by INEAC and training farms

designed to give technical training on the spot to future
farmers (eCrPno, 1959:28).

Nationals and objective foreigners did not always see

government activities in the same glowing light. Regier

(1977234) telts of his encounters, just prior to indepen-

a See graphs, Àppendix B.
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dence, with a Belgian extension agent referred to by the

village people as Tambwe (ttre Iion) because of his fearsome

tactics. These v¡ere evidenced by scars on his knuckles

which he said were from pushing "people's teeth down their
throats". Concern for the people in an abstract sense pre-

vented such agents from seeing the individual people they

vrere working with (de Briey, 1968t4).

The tremendous agricultural expansion was not r¡ithout its
drawbacks. No sooner had commercial expansion begun but it
became evident that the fragile soil would not be able to
continue producing at anywhere near its original level. Un-

less other means were found to increase productivity and to
prevent soil erosion, the level of output could only be

maintained as long as forest remained available to be cut

down. The creation of INEAC did not prevent the rapid dete-

rioration of the soil, especially that cuttivat,ed by the na-

tionals. Its services, âs well as the extension services of

the agricultural department, were intended primarily to meet

the needs of European farmers. To a limited degree they

vtere also available to settlers of the paysannats. In-
creased output however, was more a result of extending the

surface tiIled than improving tilling techniques. SoiI de-

generation was, therefore, accelerated ( Lemarchand ,

1968:55). This constituted the primary cause for the de-

clining food production which began following 1955
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Production by peasant farmers, in Iight of the compulsory

allotment of fields, held its ovrn. The short-sighted nature

of, such a system did not go unrecognised. In March of 1957

a high government official warned about a system in which

of f ic ials
measure out, for each native, a field of the same
size, írrespective of physical, intellectual or
moral capacities, of the size of his family and
the help he receives from it, of his progressive
or backward outlook, of his individual needs and
desires . . . of his position, his special skilIs,
his obligations in the event of a birth I a death,
a quarrel, etc. . Our compulsory legislation

. has really reduced the power of imagination
and persuasion of our executive officials to the
Iowest common denominator, barred all effective
participation of the native authorities, and sti-
f 1ed the spirit of initiative in t.ribal societies.

. Everything is planned and executed by Euro-
peans with the help of mainly unskilled native Ia-
bour Icarrying] out the most menial tasks. .
The representatives of the administration
make no effort to educate the natives and to in-
volve them in action to the full extent of their .

means (de Briey, 196824).

They could not, therefore, be expected to exercise initi-
ative in obtaining information or materials when government

agents !.rere unable to provide them. This applied especially
to those involved in traditional production methods; their
efforts at increasing production were stymied.

Food prices and salaries in

sector were intentionally kept

the agricultural production

}ow. Low food prices allowed

industry to pay lower wages and assured a low level of in-
come for traditional farmers increasing the availability of

Iabourers for the mining sector. This had a negative effect
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upon food production, however, in

continue subsistence production only

also f orced vrage-earners to cont inue

at the subsistence level in order

On the whole the negative effect of

the positive (riker-fiker, 1 980¿297)
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that it caused many to

. On the other hand it
agricultura] product ion

to supplement salaries.
this policy outweighed

While the modern sector benefitted from significant for-
eign agency support and government agricultural credit, nei-
ther of these were available to nationals. The Congolese'

strong dislike for agricultural agents Ied them to head for
the f orest when news came that they vrere on their l{ay.

These factors, together , caused Ti ker-Ti ker ( 1 980 2294 ) to
refer to the latter years, prior to independence, âs a peri-
od of agricultural stagnation. While in 1959 the country

experienced a demographic increase of 2.4 percent, total ag-

ricultural output, both modern and traditional, increased by

only 1.8 percent. Thanks to the effort of paternalistic
government agents, the Congo became, from the technical
point of view, a fine show piece in many fields. Too fine,
in fact, for it was not made to the measure of the people

whom it was supposed to serve (¿e Briey, 1968:6).

The Belgian Congo entered independence as one of the most

highly diversified and developed economies in Sub-Saharan

Africa. Food production, though in a period of stagnation,

was still substantially above subsistence requirements and
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remained an important source of foreign exchange. Agricul-

tural exports (both food and commercial crops) in 1958 (the

last year for which statistics vlere available at indepen-

dence) accounted for 43 percent of total export revenues.

Imports of food and agricultural products represented 3O

percent of the country's total import bill. The country in

that year experienced a trade surplus of some 2.6 million BF

or some 14.4 percent above imports (sCrpnO, 1960:80-82).s

3 THE POST_COLONIÀL EXPERIENCE

3.1 The Breakdown of the Colonial Production Pattern

The years immediately following independence proved dis-
astrous, not only in political terms, but also in as far as

food production was concerned. The sudden departure of vir-
tually all European agriculture personnel, due to the dete-

rioration of law and order, ended the coercive measures, and

farmers were only too happy to return to their original lib-
erty (negier, 1977:36). The national personnel were soon

left without a means of transport and precise directives.
Markets were abandoned as Belgian merchants Ieft the coun-

tryside. Over the next five years rebellions broke out all
over the country and what vras left of a planned agricultural
system vras vi rtually destroyed. Settlers found themselves

unwanted in a land that traditionally belonged to other eth-
nic groups, and the settlements were therefore abandoned.

s See Appendix C, Table 2.
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The transport system quickly deteriorated as roads were left

unattended and river transport facilities unmaintained. Àg-

ricultural personnel, stiIl seeking to perform their duties,

were at the mercy of ever-changing administrative officials
(Lemarchand, 1968:54,59) . Prices to producers were lowered,

as officials sought to ease their ovrn food costs. Middle-

man profits increased and manufactured goods soon disap-

peared from the rural markets. Any remaining initiative for

rural producers was thus taken away, and surplus agricultur-
al production was seen by the village people as a non-essen-

tial service. This led again to reduced output and the to-
taI disruption of any regular marketing system (Tiker-Tiker,

1 980:298) . glhiIe a number of commercial producers made

every effort to maintain at least a minimal leve1 of activi-
ty, and were surprisingly successful in doing so, production

by nationals quickly reverted to the subsistence level. The

system of compulsory production and forced resettlement

proved ineffective once the constraints were lifted.

2.3.2 Inadesuate Food Output

These events have led to a situation where a country that
was once an exporter of food is now heavily dependent on

food imports, while at the same time unable to generate the

foreign exchange necessary to pay for such imports. In '1958

unprocessed food imports represented one percent of national
production of food crops. In 1972 this figure stood at 42
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percent (Kroeker, 1978:89). Cereal grain imports since 1975

have regualarly exceeded loca1 commercialized production

(gank of Zalire, 1982287). Because of these imports Zarre

does not appear to suffer from abject poverty or gross rnal-

nutrition as it is experienced in more densely populated, or

less well endowed, countries. A limited number of cases of

severe malnutrition are, however, a regular occurrence in

larger population centres where some of the people cannot

afford to purchase food at the high prices such a shortage

entails. In rural areas temporary food shortages, and the

resultant cases of malnutrition, occur at times of crop

failures due to drought or plant infestation, or even be-

tween planting and harvest.

2.3.3 Foreiqn Exchanqe Shortaqes

Despite bilateral and multilateral food aid exceeding $52

million in 1981 (Banque du ZaTre, 19822199), food imports

add to the difficul-ties in the nation's foreign exchange po-

sition. while commercial crop production has not decreased

as drastically as that of food crops, these crops too are

steadily declining. At the low point of food production in
1966 agriculture still represented 23 percent of total ex-

port revenue. By 1970 this proportion had dropped to 15

percent and is continuing this downward trend (Tiker-Tiker,

19802289). This turn of events has made Zaire heavily de-

pendent on mineral exports, especially copper, which repre-
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Sentssome60percentofexportrevenues,forforeign
rency receipts. As the price of copper f luctuates =o /"s
Zaïrian export revenue, making it extremely difficulç/ for

national planners to forecast receipts. As a result, the

economy fluctuates along with mineral prices. while the na-

tion's leaders have been able to negotiat,e loans to cover

these foreign exchange shortages, t,his is becoming increas-

ingly difficult. Total nelr borrowings from 1975 to 1980

amounted to over US$2.3 billion (Banque du Zaïre, 19822 Ta-

ble 83). The toLal external debt in 1975 amounted to some 3

billion dolIars.

2.3.4 Underemplovment

The decline in agricultural production has therefore had

a severe effect on nutrition and foreign exchange receipts.
Of even greater consequence is the effect it has had on much

of the populationrs opportunity for gainful employment. The

infrastructure is such that individual producers, as already

outlined, cannot be assured of a market for their products.

Repeated setbacks have led to an abandonment of the fields.
Traditionally men were engaged in, among other things, hunt-

ing, fishing, and the performance of tribal rituals. Game

today is almost non-existent, and the rivers, having been

over-fished, provide Iittle opportunity for gainful effort.
Tribal rituals have largely become obsolete. The rite of

circumcision and the education of youths have been taken
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is that men are grossly underemployed.
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The end result

Increased formal education has led to even greater expec-

ta'"ions on the part of the youth; expectaLions which cannot

be satisfied in the rural communities. Since job opportuni-

ties have not developed as rapidly as education, young peo-

ple do not return to the village, but attach themselves to
relatives in urban centres in the hope of eventually being

able to obtain employment (nroeker, 1978:54,55). The popu-

lation involved in agricultural productionr âs a part of the

total population, decreased from 74.3 percent in 1970 to

59.3 percent by 1980. This has severe repercussions, both

in urban and rural communities. Frustrated in their at-
tempts to obtain employment, urban youths turn to crime in
order to contribute to family income. Presidentiar efforts
at forcing their return to their villages have proven unsuc-

cessful. Meanwhile, in rural areas, almost half the popula-

tion (44.6e") is made up of unproductive children and senior

citizens. Women do almost all of the agricultural food pro-

duction (oépartement de 1'AgricuIture, 1982:55). This imba-

lance leads to serious social disruption. In a society with
a tradition of few unattached women , 47.43 percent of the

children are born to women who are single (Kroeker,

1978:56) .
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2.3.5 Lack of Marketinq Infrastructure

The market constraint, itself a complex problem, repre-

sents only one of the factors liniting food output. The

road system, which prior to 1 960 was considered one of the

best in Africa, deteriorated rapidly. Àt independence Zaire

had 93 thousand kilometers of good roads; now less than '1 0

thousand kilometers are passable (Hoy1e, 1984226). Much has

been written about roads and their effect on agricultural
output. Kroeker (1978229,30) describes them as dirt trails
from which

over time the smaller particles are blown off the
roadbed . or washed away by the heavy rains.
The coarser soil particles which are left have no
cohesive properties and over time a road becomes
practically impassable because of the depth of the
sand. From time to time road crews . [shovel]
the l-oose sand to the side of the road.

Clay in the valleys becomes extremely slippery foltowing a

rain and it is not infrequent that one must wait for the

road to dry. There are few bridges, and ferries are fre-
quently broken down for days or even months at a time. The

need to drive long distances at low speeds and over extreme-

Iy rough roads has been estimated to double the cost of the

transportation of food products (Lemarchand, 1968:53). This

is most likeIy a conservative estimate since new vehicles

barely last three years before total breakdown.

This brings us naturally, to another aspect of the mar-

keting infrastructure that of vehicles, repair parts and
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facilities, and operators. The frequent and early breakdown

of vehicles puts an enormous strain on the vehicLe invento-

ry. Many more vehicles need to be imported than would need

to be in order to haul the same vol-ume under better road

conditions. Many repairs have to be affected at the site of

the breakdown by poorly trained and iIl-equipped operators.

f.ihen vehicles can be towed to a repair shop this too is
1íkely to be poorly equipped and poorly staffed since indus-

tries, needing to look after their own repairs, attract the

best mechanics. The frequent breakdowns, and subsequent

frequently poorly installed parts, create a demand for re-
placement parts v¡ay beyond the country's ability to import,"

Similar conditions exist in the river transport system.

Large sums of money were spent in the late 1960's on return-
ing the facilities to an accept,able state, only to have them

deteriorate rapidly into a virtually inoperable state. The

Department of Àgriculture (19822216) 6 again termed the river
transport system as ineffective.

Adequate storage facilities have been developed to main-

tain the quality of small amounts oi grain required for
seed. Such facilities however are inadequate for marketable

quantities and storage presents a real problem. Large per-

centages of the commercial crop are lost annually to rot,
weevil infestation, and rodents. In order to avoid such

6 Study funded by U.S.AID and prepared with
of U.S. technicians.

extensive help
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losses producers must frequently seIl their products to the

first merchant who comes aIong. Not knowing the retail val-

ue of the cropr oF being unable under the circumstances to

demand a higher price, they are left with only a fraction of

the revenue such crops should normally have generated.

Due to the breakdown of agricultural extension services,

information is generally not available concerning better

cropping methods or improved varieties of seed available.

To the extent that such services are availabler âs welL as

the whole rural communication network - postal service, and

radio communications, they are maintained by religious or-
ganizations (oépartement de 1'Agriculture, 19822196).

2.3.6 Government Policv

Inappropriate government policies have further restricted
agricultural output. Mention has already been made of un-

realistically low prices for products. ÀIthough officially
these were intended to be minimum prices to assure a reason-

able return, they were almost universally applied as maximum

prices. Even as minimum prices, they did not make produc-

tion worthwhile, except to acquire the most desired manufac-

tured goods and for subsistence needs (t¡attart, 1983:1).

Such price controls vrere officially lifted in 1982.

The granting of monopsonistic rights to marketing bureaus

destroyed for several years the already inadequate marketing
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system. The 1972 Zairianization of alI industry, commerce,

and agricultural production proved disastrous and the policy

was reversed three years later. Extensive damage had by

that time already been done in that vehicles had been al-
lowed to deteriorate in favour of personal investments in

extravagant homes in the capital. Even following the return

of expatriate owners, it took years for them to again devel-

op their trucking fleet to service outlying areas. Many

shops in the few remaining rural commercial centres were

closed down by the Zairians never to be re-opened.

Lack of financial support for agricultural ext,ension per-

sonnel (moniteurs aqricoles) tea them to increase coercion

in order Lo enable thern to collect more fines for non-com-

pliance. Such funds are kept by such agents in lieu of an

adequate salary. Such actions, as well as military brutali-
ty, greatly intensified already prevalent farmer di'strust,
suspicion, and resentment of anything governmental (negier,

1977 212) . The training of agricultural agents took place in
institutes where they were taught farming techniques almost

totally irrelevant to conditions in rural Zaire. They find
it extremely difficult to return to the hoe after having

been taught to use tractors. Those that are trained, there-

fore, seek administrative positíons (Tiker-Tiker, 1980:301 ).
Some graduates, having sought to return to the villager Í€-
port, having had difficulty in obtaining a land allotment

from traditional village chiefs, who are frequently opposed
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to an individual's attempt at self-betterment. Àgricultural

instruction formed a part of normal primary school education

during colonial times. WhiIe some efforts have from time t,o

time been made by government authorities to re-introduce

such courses, education department authorities are not in-

terested, and the idea fades as soon as the pressure sub-

sides (Département de 1'AgriculÈure, 1 982:55 ,196) .

Traditionally food production has been left almost total-
Iy to women. Most educational efforts, on the other hand,

have been directed towards men. f.Thile men in some areas do

become involved in production for the market, a much more

rapid expansion of agricultural production could be achieved

by making improved methods and seed varieties available to

the v¡omen (Fresco, 1981:53). It is not certain, however,

that this would lead to an increase in total output since

vJomen, currently overworked, might choose to reduce the sur-

face cultivated. Hunter (1972256) states that what farmers

need is not so much "a concept of the dignity of agricultur-
aI labour, but a better reward for their efforts and a bet-

ter framework within which to work". Indications for the

Kwilu region of Zaire would tend to support this statement,.

2.3.7 Potential for Increased Aqricul-tural Output

Lemarchand (1968:59) points out that, the decrease in tra-
ditional agricultural output was not due to the Iifting of
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compulsory agricultural production alone, but to a number of

factors beyond the control of producers. The re-establish-

ment of order and the assurance of a regular market should

go far in increasing output. This has been proven to be the

case since a new highway vras completed from Kinshasa to Ki-

kwit in 1977. The nevr road facilitated the transport of

products, and the increased demand v¡as immediately felt in

all the neighbouring communities. within a year substan-

tially more products arrived on the market, and supply has

cont inued to increase (Oépartement de 1'Àgriculture,
1981:20).7 The number of producers, according to the same

report, has also increased significantly, In an effort to

determine who it v¡as that accounted for the production in-
crease, a survey vras conducted in the area.8 Everyone inter-
viev¡ed, both men and women, vouched for the fact that the

size and number of fields had been increased. Not only vlere

v¡omen more involved in market production, but men were help-

ing the vromen in all phases of production and harvesting,

.rìa some claimed men were making their own fields. Inter-
views with young men indicated that a number of them, real-
izing the income to be gained, had given up searching for
empJ-oyment in urban centres and returned to devote their
time to agricultural production. Some young teachers from

Kikwit þ¡ere encountered in the villages on the weekend; they

See Àppendi

See results
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, Table 3.

Appendix D.
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claimed to have come a distance of some 60 kilometres in

order to make their fields. The responsiveness of the popu-

lation to past caLls for increased production, in itself,
should be indication enough that labour is available, if
only the incentives are provided.

Land of adequate quality is sti1l plentiful, since only 4

percent of arable land is currently under cultivation (r,a-

clavère, 1979:40). Of f icialIy, since the Bakaiika law r{as

passed on June 7, 1966, all land is the property of the

state. A Zairian person can receive perpetual authorization
to the use of the Land. This authorization cannot be res-

cinded as long as the land is put to good (productive) use

(paIuku, 1982232,33). Experience indicates that it is not

at all difficult to obtain such state authorization to land

use. Unofficially the notion of land titles is vague. No

Iand belongs to any one individual as we generally know it,
but to the ancestors - those who originally settled it. Ar-
rangements for its use must be made with the chef de Ia
terre (ttre local chief of the land) who is traditionally re-
sponsible for assigning land use for agricultural and hunt-

ing purposes. Arguments over tilling rights are rare since

the til1ed surface is generally minimal in relation to the

hunting area (NicoIai , 1 953:1 35 ) .

Prior to independence a significant amount of research

was carried out in an effort to increase yields. Thus
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greatly improved maize and mosaic-resistant manioc were pro-

duced. Trials concerning proper timing of planting and cor-

rect spacing of plants showed that output could be doubled

without any improved seeds (Nico1ai, 1953:411 ). The only

ones who benefitted from such research, however, were the

European farmers and the few nationals who vrere resettled.
Currently, extensive programs are again in p1ace. Through a

simple selection process, the R66 variety of rice has great-

ly increased yieId. Two new varieties have also been se-

lected for distribution. The development of six non-hybrid

maize varieties since 1971 has resulted in greatly increased

yields, even without the use of fertilizers. Reduced manioc

production in a number of regions, due to blight, has re-
sulted in extensive research supervised by the International
Institute for Tropical Àgricufture (ffte). The result has

been the introduction of more disease- and drought-resistant
varieties. ÀII such seeds are available for distribution,
though stil1 in restricted quantities (Département de 1'Ag-

riculture, 1982:183,184). Indications are that new vari-
eties of maize and manioc will readily quadruple output (Oé-

partement de 1'Agriculture, 1982269) .

While much of the soil is relatively poor and not consid-

ered arable, such savannah areas could support a cattl-e pop-

ulation of some 5 million head, whereas the current invento-

ry is recorded as 650 thousand head. with pasture

improvement programs, capacity could to raised to 30 or 45

mitlion head (Département de 1'Agriculture, 1982¡159).
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There is then no lack of opportunity for vastly increased

agricultural- output in Zaire. What was considered by the

Belgians to be the primary cause for underproduction t,he

lack of involvement of the nationals in production for mar-

ket - can readily be remedied. First, by organizing produc-

tion units to facilitate marketing, and second, by providing

basic inputs. Should such a program be successful, the for-
eign currency generated could be applied to improved tech-

nology in the exploitation and processing of natural re-

sourcesr ôs weII as in increased industrial activity
primarily the provision of primary materials for industrial
plants already in existence.

2.4 INDUSTRIÀL POÎENTIAL

The potential for expanded industrialization is tremen-

dous. Approximately 50 percent of Zaire's land surface is
covered by tropical forests, representing some 6.5 percent

of world reserves. Much of the forest is, however, removed

from good transportation facilities, and transport costs are

such as to make forest products uncompetitive on the world

market. Difficulties in maintaining felling and sawing

equipment, and limitations on the export of uncut logs (a1-

though these are still increasing), have resulted in de-

creased vaLue of output in recent years (Laclavère,

1978247).
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Mineral output has increased significantly since 1965 im-

mediately following the post-independence disturbances. Ef-

forts are being rnade at diversifying mineral production

still centred primarily on copper, which represents some 60

percent of foreign currency revenues. This industry is vir-
tually totally state-owned. Other major minerals mined in-
clude zinc, cobalt, cadmium, manganese, industrial diamonds,

and tin. Most of these are by-products of the copper mining

process. e

Off shore petroleum production began in 1975 and current
annual output is somewhat above 7 million barrels, slightly
more than domestic requirements.lo About 30 percent of re-
quirements are refined Ioca1ly.

Industry, although stilI limited, accounts for 25 percent

of GDP. It is represented primarily by mineral refineries
put in place prior to independence. The metalurgical indus-

try has been developed in recent years. With low cost hy-

Diamond mining, up to 1982, vras carried out by sritish and
Dutch firms. In 1982 the industry ïras de-controlled, and
any Zairian is nolr allowed to mine and market diamonds,
except in concession areas.

1o Petroleum exploration and production are carried out pri-
marily by Zaire-Gulf. Foreign ov¡nership is divided be-
tween Gulf and Japan Petroleum. The state has a 1 5 per-
cent partnership. Às such it receives 1 5 percent of
dividends in addition to a 12.5 percent royalty, calcu-
lated on the FOB price, and 50 percent of net revenue in
the form of taxes. Total income from this source, even
though production exceeds domestic requirements, is not
sufficient to meet fuel import costs (Département de 1'E-
conomie Nationale, 1981 :138).
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dro-electrical povrer available f rom the Inga povrer station,
it is expected to expand appreciably. The textile and

clothing industries vrere begun in 1926 and are stilI expand-

ing. Bata dominates footwear production with an annual- out-

put representing some 78 percent of domestic sales.

Hydro-electric output has been greatly increased with the

cornpletion of the Inga II project. With a capacity of 3,000

Mega-watts, this station, via t,he very high tension trans-
mission line, wiIl easily meet the most optomistic require-
ments of the Shaba mining and processing industries. A fur-
ther extension of this project could readily produce ten

times this amount, sufficient to meet all of the needs of

ZaÏre, and for exports to surrounding count,ries. Total

Zaire River output could attain some 100 thousand Mega-

watts, or some 13 percent of world potential (Laclavère,

1979:50 ) .

The challenge that confronts us is that of setting forth
guidelines for a program t,hat will result in the desired in-
creases in food producÈion and rural income. Rural develop-

ment would then provide the required resources, both human

and material, to alIow for the realization of Zaire's vast

industrial potential. As stated at the outset, many attempts

have been made, but few of them have been succussful. In

order to establish a better base for such a program vre shall
now survey some of these development efforts in Africar so
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toward success
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andas to determine those aspects tending

those tending toward failure.



Chapter I I I

REVIEW OF ÀFRICAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

3.1 THE GEZIRÀ SCHEME (SUOA¡¡)

The Gezira Scheme, located between the Blue and White

Ni Ie r ivers, vras begun in 1925, wi th the complet ion of the

Sennar dam, to supply high quality cotton to Sritish Mills.
It was originally operated as a private company, and nation-
alized in 1950. The scheme produces 75 percent of sudanese

cotton, which in turn is responsible for 30 40 percent of

worrd output. whereas all settlers (tenants) are required

to plant a given percentage of the surface area to cotton,
turning 60 percent of the harvest over to the government and

the Gezira board, they are allowed to supplement their in-
come through the production of whatever other crops they

wish. These are usually lubia (a bean, and therefore legu-

minous, more recently being repraced by peanuts) and dura (a
type of sorghum, now frequently replaced by wheat). The pro-

ceeds of these latter crops belong wholly to the tenant.
Land holdings range from 10 to 80 feddans (1 feddan = 1.038

acres ) .

The inhabitants of the Gezira live in villages ranging

from 50 to 5,000 inhabitants. Houses are mainly "square,

39
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flat-roofed boxes made of sun-baked bricks" with few varia-
tions. A few wealthy, with additional sources of income,

and the scheme's administrators, live in red brick houses

while on the opposite extreme, some rive in round mud huts

with conical straw roofs (Barnett, 1977:30 ) .

The scheme is operated on the basis of a partnership.
The first of the partners, the tenant, has a 40 percent

share of the cotton crop. The nucrear family is expected to
supply the labour for producing the crops, and is responsi-
ble for keeping the minor watering channels crean. while
various cash advances are made for planting, weeding, har-
vesting, and clearing, tenants generally are continually in
debt because of the rabour they mustr or choose to, hire.
only while children are between the ages of 12 and zo can

they be counted upon to provide rabour. Às they near the

age of twenty they must increasingry be paid to accomplish

the same. Generally overall earnings more than cover house-

hord expenses until the tenant, reaches the age of s4. Extra
funds earned during this period are invested in cattre so

that their sare might provide a means of paying for hired
rabour in later years. From that point on incomes no longer
keep up with expenses, since all labour must be paid for and

the tenant is no longer able to work long hours.

The second partner, the government, also has a

share in the cotton crop. The proceeds go partly
40

to

percent

pay for

.1
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ground rent, since the government rents much of the land

form its original ov¡ners. A large part of the government's

proceeds goes to retire t,he debt on loans made for construc-

Lion of major engineering works. In recent years substan-

tiar amounts have been made avairabre for health and educa-

tion in the Gezira and for agricurtural deveropment in other
parts of the Sudan.

The third partner is the sudan Gezira Board. The board

has a 20 percent share in t,he cotton crop. rt is responsi-
bre for the general administration of the scheme. one-tenth
of its proceeds are designated for the "sociar Development

Fund". À rigid system of admininstration, including irriga-
tion, vras established at the outset when tenants were inex-
perienced and uneducated. As education has improved, and

tenants have gained experience, some official decisions have

been taken to devolve the administration especiarly fol-
lowing nationarization in 1950. rn practice virtually noth-
ing has changed. Administrators rearize that devolution
wourd most likely cost them their jobs. As a result archaic
methods are stilr prevalent, for exampre, fields are stirr
irrigated equally throughout the year although crop moisture

requirements vary significantry as they deverop. The result
is that young crops receive too much water whire more mature

crops do not receive sufficient resurting in significantry
lower production than courd be attained by making use of te-
nants' and rower level administrators' capacities (Barnett,

1977 ¡106).
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Evaruations of the scheme differ in accordance with the

evaluator's perspective and emphasis. writings by Gaitskell
(1951) and Beer (1954,1955), respectively a former managing

director and a former social Development officer, and Hance

(1954) tend to stress its economic success. Barnett f977)
and culwick (19s5), while in no vray denying the economic

success, stress the Scheme's social aspects and judge sig-
nificantly more harshly.

Prior to Gezira the extended famiries led a semi-nomadic

Iifestyle wit,h one head managing the affairs of the group.

The Gezira scheme led to the disintegration of these groups,

as the peopre were incorporated into the capitalist system.

With production geared to the nuclear family, the head of

the group rost prestige. Most decisions were no longer tak-
en by the group, but passed down from some unknown superior
in a confusing hierarchical administrative structure. À

good number of settlers, in view of their ability to make

use of their status, have been able to improve their posi-
tion. Earlier accounts state that the standard of living
compares favourabry to that, of peasants in Àfrica and the
Middle East (Hance, 19542268). The abirity to produce food

crops for personar benefit assures the availabirity of food

even when cotton crops or prices are berow normal. This as-

sures the maintenance of health and nutrition. The'partner-
ship has assured the availability of investment funds when

needed. rt has also assured the scientific application of
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agricultural practices such as topographical, soil,
dastral surveys, and crop studies.
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and ca-

Despite these successes, Hance (19542268) questions the

Scheme's success in raising social values. Beer (1955:50)

calls for the extension of information services of aII kinds

in order that the general knowledge of the people be widened

on a var iety of subjects and vrays of living as quickly as

poss ible . Some twenty years later, however, Barnett
(1gll:130-132) states that littIe effort has been made to
improve the standard of living of the tenants. No such pro-
gram was written into the original objectives of the Scheme.

Despite efforts at change after Numeiry's coup, in view of

the need to continue producing low-cost high-quality cotton

for the world market, economic factors always prevail over

social. The answer to any slackening of activity is a hard-

ening of administrative regulations. The tenant is directed
when to sow, weed, irrigate, and when to pick his crop. The

transport, processing, and marketing of the crop are carried
out for him by an efficient and centralized business organi-
zation. He is a trained and disciplined producer of cotton
(Beer, 1955:45). No choice he can make will radically alter
his life chances one vray or another (Barnett, 19772172).

WhiIe substantial
production and, to

cial welfare of the

advances have been made in increasing

some extent, also increasing the finan-
people, human deveLopment has been se-
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verely restricted. The people involved, in fact, have fewer

options and fewer opportunities to take decisions concerning

their personal welfare than they had in their semi-nomadic

situation. Barnett accepts that there vras a need for such a

mechanistic structure at the outset when the tenants and ad-

ministrative staff were inexperienced. He argues, however,

for organizational changes which would increase the indepen-

dence of the field staff and the tenants. In some instanc-
€sr despite official regulations, tenants, during periods of

insufficient water, divert it to their food crops. When

they do so they must maintain a balance since their tenancy

depends upon the i r cotton produc t i on ( Barnett ,

1977:106,107). No effort has been made to make use of such

abilities, 9âined as a result of many years of experience,

much less to systematically prepare them for greater inde-
pendent action, in producing irrigated crops. Greater em-

phasis on education and decentralized administration would

resul-t in the more ef f ic ient use of water as wel_I as in-
creased output of both cotton and food crops.

On the other hand it would appear that the situation for
the individual is not totarry hoperess. The tenant does

make a net surprus (above family requirements) over a fairry
extended period of time. l.lere he rearly to f eel bottred in
he could leave the tenancy and strike out on his ovrn with a

herd of cattre and the curtivation of dura and rubia during

the rainy season. Evidentry both the prospect of risk and a
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that which is familiar keep him from striking

3.2 THE MILLION ACRE ''T,{HITE HTGHLANDS'' SETTLEMENT (NNHYA)

Under pressure of impending independence somewhat over

one million acres of land were purchased from European farm-

ers willing to sell. Loans were then arranged for the nevr

farmers, to be repaid from one half the earnings above sub-

sistence Ievel over a thirty year period. Thus provision

was made for Kenyan black nationals to settle what had come

to be known as the "white highlands", primarily of the Cen-

tral and Rift VaIIey Regions. It was hoped that in this
manner their move from land-short areas could be made in and

orderly fashion without a drop in productivity. Eventually

in excess of t,hirty-one thousand famil-ies were settled.

a deposit of some ten percent of the value of the plot
was required in addition to nominal duty and legal fees.

Farm plot size ranged from less than ten to more than seven-

ty acres. In order to assure repayment, commercial produc-

tion was essential. Ðepending largely upon the previous ex-

perience of the estate, settlers were expected to produce

coffee, tea, citrus fruits, maize, pyrethrum, or dairy prod-

ucts. Choice of crops, crop rotation, and population densi-

ty were aII carefully calculated by the Land Development and

Settlement Board, the agency responsible, under the Ministry

for

own.
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of Land Settlement, to assure sufficient income for debt re-

tirement and more than subsistence living. Criteria for se-

lection from among applicants were normally unemployment,

landlessness, and agricultural knowledge.

Once farmers had been selected and installed, unless they

had previously worked on estates, they had to be shown how

to pick, prune, and mulch their coffee, how to pick and dry

pyrethrum, how to take care of their livestock, and how to
apply fertilizers and sprays. In view of their general lack

of experience, farmers had to obtain permission from the

settrement officers before using their loans and deposited

capital. Membership in a multi-purpose cooperative society
eras compulsory. Farmers, not understanding the principles
underlying cooperatives, tended to see them as government

institutions to be used, rather than societies requiring
their determined effort and dedication. unfamiriarity with
such a system, along with losses due to inefficient manage-

ment, quickly resulted in significant evasion of control
regulat ions.

rnitially substantial difficulty was experienced in indi-
vidual plot supervision since aIl planning and supervision

was centralized in Nairobi. Copies of reports were not

available on subsequent monthly visits, resulting in exten-

sive double reporting and/or omissions. At headquarters,

meanwhile, there were no means of verifying apparently con-
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flicting data. As a result reporting procedures were

changed in 1968, allowing the enumerator to retain a copy of

Èhe information over a twelve month period.

By the 1966-1967 crop year only one-third to one-half of

the planned acreage vras under crops. The number of cattle
meanwhile surpassed the number planned, and the number of

inhabitants per farm surpassed the planned number by about

fifty percent. OnIy about 17 percent of the farms hence

achieved the target income level. Most farmers who followed

the plan lrere successf ul. Total output vras generally down

from pre-settlement times.

AnnuaI crop production suffered due to Iate planting,
partially because nevr farmers failed to appreciate the ben-

efits of early planting, and also because farm machinery vlas

not available when needed. The use of fertilizer could

greatly increase yield, but not sufficiently to offset late
seeding and poor weeding. Due to poor butterfat prices

farmers consumed whole milk rather than skimming off the

butterfat. Poor feeding also resulted in reduced milk out-
put. Reproduction was hindered due to both poor feeding and

irregular breeding.

Increased farm output only makes sense

keting possibilities exist. No attention
outset to the additional marketing demands

merous small holdings as opposed to large

if effective mar-

was given at the

generated by nu-

commercial farms.
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Already shaky cooperatives set up for other purposes were

Èhen expected to perform this additional service.

In addition to the program for small holders, there ex-

isted arso an opportunity for the more wealthy to obtain

large hordings left intact. what resulted was a considera-

ble concentration of ovrnership. rn the Rift valrey and cen-

trar provinces, the ones primariry affected by the settle-
ment program, a total of 1.3 million hectares supported a

population of 2.96 million on small holdings. Large hold-
ings in these provinces total 2.1 million hectares. Though

no accurate figures are available, their population totars
approximately 5.6 thousand (centrar Bureau of statistics,
1977 223, 1976t123,125,129) . Therefore 0.02 percent of the

farm population owns 62 percent of agricultural land.

3.3 THE WESTERN RE_SETTLEMENT SCHEME (NTEENTE)

In the late 1950's, shortly before independence, members

of the dominant political party in western Nigeria vrere

rooking for a means of maintaining the support of the rurar
population. Over the previous five years agricultural pro-
duction had decrined to the extent that the area, whire

still the richest, was no longer economically the fastest
growing. Migration, mainly of school leavers, into towns

became serious. The country was experiencing a progressive-

ry negative barance of payments. concentration on export
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crops had resurted in serious food shortages. The situation
required increased food production with increased employment

opportunity, vrithout a reduction in the output of exportable

products. Following a study of various settlement programs

in other areas of the world, the polititians opted for one

f ollowing the example of the I srael i Moshavim. l,ittle at-
tention was apparently paid to other African schemes (nogge,

1977 2254) .

The model '' s sui tabi 1i ty vJas never questioned and no at-
tention was paid to the effects of variations. Thirteen

settlements were to be established in 1959, the year prior
to independence. The size of the project added considerable

responsibirity to the ministry of agriculture at the same

time Nigerianization of the ministry was taking p1ace. Both

of these programs required greatly increased hiring of new,

mainJ.y inexperienced, personnel. This hurried imprementation

did not allow sufficient time for the serection and training
of either settlers or supervisory personnel.

Farm Institutes were established for the training of set-
tlers. selection of settrers focused on youth, education,

hearth, and an interest in agriculture" Much emphasis yras

placed on quality of life. Educational and medical facili-
ties v¡ere good. Regular f resh water $¡as availabre as werr

as a few cooperative shops. House construction, though be-

hind schedule, proceeded more rapidly than settlement¡ r€-
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Land clearing and preparation

v¡ere the responsibility of the Scheme, and emphasis was

placed on tree crops. It l¡as expected that the Scheme would

have a significant demonstration effect. By 1967 nearly

t6.4 million (sterling) had been spent on the Scheme, or be-

tween f4000 and ¿5000 per settler. Preparation outlays ran

significantly ahead of actual settlement. Excluded were any

plans for the introduction of rural industry.

Early results did not meet expectations and emphasis was

changed from school-Ieavers to more mature males. Institute
training was replaced by on-the-job education. Mechanical

equipment was prone to malfunction, resulting in frequent

and prolonged delays in land preparation. This, in addition
to emphasis on tree crops, resulted in a long waiting period

for crops to begin producing. Settlers had no say in the

choice of crops to be produced. These factors resulted in a

high desertion rate with few settlements retaining more than

one-third of the settlers. Due to frequent delays in culti-
vation and high machinery costs, set,tlers preferred to cuI-
tivate four hectares v¡ithout mechanized assistance, rather

than the eight that could have been cultivated with such

help. They were thus able to double their profit on half
the land surface.

Management of service agencies sras not gradually turned

over to the settlers as had originally been inlended. In
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to that of a hired

civil servant who was paid by piecework. Though those who

stayed on were generally satisfied, earning more than oth-
ers, Iack of commitment to government objectives led them to

readily accept payment for work they had no intention of

performing (Roider, 1971 z 1 03 ) .

As in the Israeli projects, the family was considered the

work unit. However, the traditional responsibilities of wo-

men - harvestingt transport, and marketing were aII per-

formed by machines and the project centres. No serious

thought was given by settlers to find alternative activities
for the vromen, such as domestic processing or taking care

of chickens. Deviation from the rsraeli moder led to numer-

ous, scattered, smaIl settlements, making communication with
the centre problematic.

on the technical-organizational leveI, those responsible
had to operate within guidelines established by the politi-
cians. Budgets had to be set without proper technical data.

The rack of proper controls derayed the detection of errone-
ous developments, By 1973 it vras accepted that the scheme

r¡as an expensive failure. rt had not reduced unemployment,

had noÈ attracted school-Ieavers - only 1 0 percent of stu-
dents surveyed considered agriculture an acceptable vray of

making a living, onry 18 percent were interested in the Farm

Institutes, and none opted for the Settlement Scheme. The
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Scheme also had virtually no demonstration effect.
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of 327

family heads questioned, onry 75 had ever visited a settle-
ment. of these, 61 were positivery impressed v¡ith something

they had seen, mâinly the poultry projects (not originally
incruded in the program) and cocoa and citrus cultivation.
Only two had clearly adopted any aspect. OnIy five were im-

pressed with mechanization (Roider , 197 1 :1 1 1 -1 1 5) .

3.4 THE VOLTÀ RIVER RESETTLEMENT EXPERIENCE (CHENA)

The primary objective of the Vo1ta River ResettlemenLr ês

described by Chambers (1970), was to make tray for Lhe cre-
ation of a man-made lake along the Volta River from Àkasom-

bo, some 35 miles from the ocean, to near Tamaler sotrì€ 100

miles from the northern border. rt involved the relocation
of some 80 thousand rural people. The idea of setting up a
centraL government organization to take care of arI issues

vras rejected as it was seen to be detrimental to the spirit
of self-herp essentiar for the creation of new communities.

Fears were that affected people would simply accept every-

thing the government offered, and then ask for more. Reset-

tlement was therefore to be carried out on the basis of

self-heIp, guided by incentives. The program $ras envisaged,

not as an expensive, centrally-controlled operation, but as

a matter of the initiative of individuals. They were to be

given a choice as to place of residence and crops to be

gror¡n. The scheme vras protected by a degree of insulation
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from the political interference so common in other resettle-
ment programs. Compensation for land and buildings flooded

rvent into the provision of schools, houses, and water.

To officials in the Ministry of Àgriculture this appeared

as a good opportunity to persuade villagers to make a radi-
cal change from traditional to more modern farming methods.

About 90 percent of the inhabitants of the area to be flood-
ed looked to agriculture for their main source of income.

In order to facilitate the orderly settlement of such a

large number of households, a special resettlement unit was

organized within the Ministry of Agriculture. Once the de-

cision to build the dam had been taken, the project, having

been in the planning stage for several years, was put into
motion. Extensive effort went into the location of the best

sites, and land use was carefully determined according to
soil types and slope. Steep slopes were left strictly alone,

less steep slopes vrere assigned to tree crops, and fLat and

gently sloping land was destined for arable farming.

Crop rotation was also carefully planned according to
soil and climate. In order to assure a satisfactory income,

arable farmers vlere allocated 5 hectares the first year,

with an eventual maximum of 12 hectares. Tree crop farmers

received an initial 2 hectares with an eventual maximum of

6. Intensive livestock farmers received a minimum of 1.25

hectares, and pastoral farmers a minimum of 12. Tree crop-
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pers intercropped until their trees began bearing. Coopera-

tive marketing and bulk-buying of fertilizers, seeds, and

insecticides simplified these processes for the individual
farmer. The World Food Program supplied food for settlers
for six months following settlement. Considerable emphasis

vras placed on extension personnel, allowing farmers to re-
ceive on-the-job training. These extension agents had to be

genuinely interested in the farmers, not only concerning ag-

ricultural aspects, but also personal matters.

The resettlement involved hierarchical communities of

many different language groups. Since they were being dis-
placed by the lake, settlement was compulsory. Since the

people involved were largely uneducated, initial plans and

preparations were made without any direct involvement on

their part. Despite considerable prior planning the program

went ahead much faster than the agricultural agents would

have wished.

While hopes were high at the outset, considerable prob-

lems were encountered in the actual implemenLation. Some

Iand that had been ceded to the program under the Nkrumah

regime was disputed following the coup of 1966. The rising
water level forced more rapid settlement than had been

planned. Machinery was diverted from land preparation to
road construction and the clearing of building sites. Às a

result, house'construction proceeded on schedule, but the
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agricultural program feIl far behind. By 1968 a combination

of lack of settler interest and insufficient appropriation

of land resulted in considerable delays in program implemen-

tation. Difficulties soon led to a somewhat demoral-ized ex-

tension staff. FinaIly, despite initía1 intentions of a1-

lowing settlers more freedom in decision making,

interference vras stiII much greater than necessary. Some

changes were made in 1968 resulting in more freedom of ac-

tion in social and economic matters.

3.5 THE BWÀKIRT_CHINI ÀND RUVUMA SETTLEMENTS (TAHZANTA)

Two approaches to village settl-ement existed at the out-
set of Tanzanian indepencence.lr One highly bureaucratized

and heavily financed, the other a spontaneous people's move-

ment with virtually no capital input. The former ran into
problems in land planning, housing, management, recruitment,
discipline, and productivity, ending in a colossal failure.
The latter v¡as highly successf ul.

3.s.1

The

German

pac i ty
several

The Bwakiri-Chini Settlement

settlement was situated on

widow who had kept carefuL

of aII areas of the farm.

settlers had worked on the

a farm purchased from a

record of productive ca-

The night watchman and

farm for many years. Àn

11 Brain (1977) and Chambers (1969).
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important pool of information sras thus availabre. cotton,
ricer groundnuts, and sesame were planted the first year.

The cotton was flooded out during the rainy season because

it s¡as planLed on low ground where, even in the dry season,

the water lever $¡as onry a foot berow ground level. Rice,
groundnuts, and sesame did not produce because the soil was

too dry. rn addition, the ratter two were pranted to ripen
during the heaviest rainy season. No aLtention was paid to
the elaborate farm records or to the protestations of "igno-
rant t' peasants.

A number of vilrages were united to form one settlement.
Instead of using an existing village as a nucreus, the pl_an-

ning office decided on a "modern" virlage, with each house

located on a one-acre plot, and with wide streets. This re-
surted in great distances that hampered communication.

while meÈal roofed houses had been promised, vilragers Írere

disappointed to find they had to buird their o$¡n homes of
mud, with thatched roofs. rn the end, a good number of them

were forced to move when the area vras f looded out during t,he

rainy season.

Each settlement involved a manager and 1 s to zo assis-
tants. Their housing and upkeep lrere the responsibirity of
the settlement. Financing for capital outrays and initial
operating expenses was advanced by the government and repay-
able over 25 years. The rowest paid employee received sub-

.'4
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stantially more than the projected imcome of the settlers,
with the manager receiving more Lhan 12 times as much. New

brick houses had to be built for them even though suitable
buiIdiDgs, requiring minimal remodelling, already existed on

the farm. Managerial staff considered themselves vastly su-

perior to the sett,lers and were referred to by the latter as

"Europeanst' and "colonialists".

The potential settlers lived in mountain villages where

food of one type or another was available year round. Vil-
lagers were therefore reluctant to leave their ancestral
home, seeing no benefit in the scheme's potential for indi-
vidual betterment. As a result, the only ones who did set-
tle were those who could not make it in the village, lured

by the promise of a regular allowance (also added to the

debt to be eventually reimbursed) until the scheme would be-

come profitable. They soon became greedy and critical of

the amount and quality of food rations.

Settlers, both men and women (who also had to fetch water

at least daily f rom up to a mile avray, pound corn, care f or

children, and cook), were expected to work an eight hour

day. They did not see the settlement as their ovrn however.

This resulted in extremely poor productivity. Resentment of

the manager was sometimes expressed in intentional incorrect
planting, leading to virtually no harvest. llhen elections
were held for a local committee, the most vociferous oppo-

nents to management were chosen.
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costs, much less

acc oun t s
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the capital

showed that

earn enough

i nvested.
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even the hardest

to cover recurrent

3.5.2 The Ruvuma Development Association

This association is an illustration of the second ap-

proach to virlage settlement. The peopre of the area wanted

to start some kind of villages in response to Nyerere's caII
but did not know how to go about it. They discussed this
with their member of parliament who contacted Rarph rbbott.
The latter agreed to act as adviser but rejected the roLe of

manager. Their objective was not to make money, but to de-

velop a better way of life so the young wourd no longer need

to become migrant labourers. By 1966 ereven villages had

been estabrished. The virlage of Luveta involved q0 adults
at the time, with 75 acres of communal land, and 80 acres of
private plots. They had also constructed a 15 mile road

with bridges over Iarge gullies, capable of supporting a

three ton truck, all $rithout any expenditure of funds. The

village was aestheticarry preasing and self-evidentry a com-

mun i. ty .

Selection for participation vras rigourous. A man would

come for a visit of several days and then be told to return
home to reflect on what he had seen. If he desired to par-

ticipate he would return for a six-month probationary peri-
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od. If

crops.

months.

selected he

He was expec

would then be

ted to build

given plots

his own house

s9

for house and

within a few

À1I offices vrere unpaid and officers worked like all oth-

er settlers. Settlers varied greatly in â9€, from young

children who could do weeding, to men too o1d to do field
work who participated in bird and baboon scaring and svreep-

ing the streets. Men worked in the fields from 7:30 to 4:00

and women from I to about 11:30, allowing them time to look

after family affairs.

whi le home I i f e v¡as based on the nuc lear f ami Iy , the

whole village would eat together two evenings a week, part

of the meal prepared by tr¡o women excused from field work

for the day. Following the meal, each Leader of a working

gang would give a report on work accomplished and plans for
the next few days. This would be followed by open discus-

sion, ât which time anyone performing below par would gently

be asked to explain. The meeting was closed with prayer.

Contrary to Bwakiri-Chini, the people here vrere aware of

goings on in Tanzania and the rest of the world. To hold

the young people, some sports activity would be arranged aI-
most every evening. The village would also pay the bride-
wealth for a young man marrying a girl from outside, thus

making him morally obligated to the viltage. The village
also ran a number of cooperative enterprises a sawmill, a
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The local middle

school stressed technical knowledge. Brain (lgll:245) re-
ports that the villagers held loca1 government officials in

comtempt and the Ruvuma Development Àssociation was ulti-
mately banned as a 'seditious organízaiuion' . It appears

however thal the problem was not so superficial. Though

Nyerere declared that "l¿-i.amaa villages must control their
ovrn affairs", and though the RÐÀ apparently fit weII into
his view of rural development, the villages constituted a

peasant challenge to the emerging class of the bureaucratic

eIite. l{hat resulted was a struggle with bureaucracy and

local notables over a number of years ending in eventual

dissolution in 1 959, possibly against Nyerere' s better
judgement (SauI , 197 9:325) .

3.6 THE NYAKASHAKÀ SCHooL-LEAVERS PRoGRÀM (uceNoa)

The eventual objective of this programl 2 was to settle
200 school leavers in two settlements, the first to begin in
1963, the second in 1967. A suitable site was found for the

settlement of the first 100 farmers without disturbing ex-

isting inhabitants. Land suitabte for agriculture was 1o-

cated, and it was determined most suitable for tea produc-

tion. The necessary link road had to be constructed to
connect to a tea factory. Expectations were that in 6 years

enough tea would be produced to supply their ovrn factory.

1 2 Hutton ( 1 966 , 1968, 1970) .
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It vras decided that highly productive land should not be aI-
located for subsistence crops. These would therefore need

to be procured from surroundíng peasants with the proceeds

of tea sales.

The scheme vras set up on the following principles: 1) Low

overhead and running costs through the use of local materi-

als and labour for housing and officesr 2) maximum self help

with land preparation, and 3) minimal discipline during the

three years as trainees, especially after the first year.13

4) On-the-job training l¡ithout any formal classroom instruc-
tion. 5) fne demonstration effect.

Each farmer was allowed to draw on a loan of up to

$600.00 U.S. in long and short term loans supplied by Inter-
Church Aid. Long term Loans were to be repaid over a ten

year period while the short term loans fell due whenever the

proceeds of the intended subsidiary cash crop were avail-
ab1e.

Recruitment was not carried out in any formal way. In-
formation was spread by word of mouth. Anyone interested

had the program carefully explained to him, and was then re-
quired to do hard work for the program for 5 months at mini-
mum vrages - a form of weeding out those unsuitable. This

13 Ðiscipline applied rnainly to tardiness and absenteeism.
Some trainees nere reluctant to break loose from their
traditional plots and tended to spend time there to the
detriment of their project pIots. Farmers not caring for
their crops ran the risk of eviction for inefficiency.
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also constituted one way of supplying needed extra labour,

other labour was hired, âs required, from surrounding viI-
lages. Labour was paid for by settlers drawing on t,he Ioan

negotiated at the outset. Trainees were allocated a farm of

six acres, generally grouped to improve morale. At the end

of three years of training the farmer was given the lease-

hold of his 1and. This he immediately mortgaged in favour

of his sponsors, following which he could no longer be ev-

icted. Departures and evictions totaled less than 10 per-

cent of trainees accepted. Surrounding each of these areas

were a number of private, unattached producers known as

"outgrowers". They benefited from the scheme in purchasing,

and in the marketing of their products.

Marketing of the tea was conducted entirely by the coop-

eratives whose elected officials received no compensation

for their services. A two percent deduction was made to
cover cooperative expenses. The manager, an expatriate, was

requested to be present as tea vras brought in, to reject any

brought in late. This vras a difficult task for settlers who

might need to reject tea belonging to their close friends.
Other crops included strawberries, potatoes, vegetables and

eggs. The grading and marketing of these subsidiary crops

was, in 1966, still being organízed by the manager. Eventu-

aIly another cooperative may be formed to handle them.
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Trainees v¡ere mostly between the ages of 21 and 25.
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number of them were married but some left their wives in the
virlage to produce food crops until the farm was sufficient-
1y profitable to pay for their purchase. Generally they
were not of high academic potentiar, though arl had at least
seven years of education. A good number of them had been

unable to find other suitabre employment. Nyakashaka repre-
sented to most a form of escape from the rimitations of
their lives at home. The scheme had raised the settlers'
hopes that their aspirations to the "good life", though not
realized in teaching or medicine, could actualry be real-
ized. The limitations of the hoe, stirl the primary tool,
were overcome by other factors such as fertirizer , írriga-
tion and proper seed selection. The settlers vrere generarly
reasonabry cont,ent with their lot. of the forty interviewed
extensively, onry one felt others in their situation shourd

look for a job rather than take up farming.

Much of the success of the program vras due to the manager

who deveroped a close rerationship with, and an appreciation
for, the settlers. He

ter as did the trainees.
and his wife lived in a simple shel-

Communication was direct and fre-
were added, and distances became

of morale was sometimes a problem,

emerged, Iater trainees were not

quent. Às more settlers
greater, the maintenance

but as evidence of success

as dependent on the manager.
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3.7 THE YouNc pToNEERS (uer,ewr )

Much attention has been given to the condition of primary

school leavers. underuse and dissaffection e¡as however a

situation touching a much broader group - those having com-

pleted their formal training. Government efforts at meeting

their needs through youth organizations have generally been

criticized for being too heaviry capitari zed, political,
over-administered, and touching only a small percentage of
the total number of young people.

The Malawi Young Pioneers (Wood, 1970) was set up with
these criticisms in mind. rn 19Gz nine serected young peo-

ple were sent to Ghana for training. on their return in
1963 rsrael was invited to send a training mission to advise

them. The purpose vras to produce dedicated young people who

would spearhead rural development through improved agricur-
turar techniques on their own land hordings and in settle-
ment schemes. They acted as the liaison between rocal com-

munities and government agencies concerned with rural
development. By mid-1968 approximately 3,500 young men and

vromen had undergone a ten-month training course at one of
sixteen bases. courses covered woodwork, metar work, con-

struction, road building, and equipment maintenance, as well
as riteracy and hygiene, so trainees wourd be able to use

these as needed in their agriculturar endeavors. They

sought to instirr in the young people a sense of urgency and

-¿
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dedication to the cause of development, primarily agricul-
tural . Thi s vras taught at a level wi thin the capac i t ies of

the small farmer, based on the hoe and axe. Yields vrere

generally four or five times what they v¡ere under tradition-
a1 methods. Physical education was also heavily emphasized

in order to develop physical toughness. Some military
training was included to achieve readiness for defense with-
out a large military force.

Relations are close between the bases and their surround-

ing communities. Bases are considered agencies for spread-

ing change. Originally when young people had completed

their training they returned to their home areas. No infor-
mation is available as to the effect of their presence. A

good number however encountered resistance and resentment.

Às a result they are now settled in groups. The social im-

balance resulting from a colony of young people is soon rec-

tified as their success draws other farnily members to join

them. The Chikonje project is a prime example of the use of

trainees in land settlement. With only a Ê15 loan to help

them establish themselves they cleared the land, built their
houses, and reaped a very satisfactory maize crop.
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3.8

3.8

ZAIRTÀN PROGRAM EXPERIENCE

.1 Continuous Cultivation

In the 1930's Belgian agriculturaLists, horrified by the

waste of the slash and burn system of Congolese agricult,ure,

experimented with continuous cultivation on a 150 acre plot
in the Yangambi area. The forest was cut down, burned and

uprooted. The soil was ploughed deep and as a precaution

sown with leguminous crops. These were used as green ma-

nure. The land was ploughed a second time and then culti-
vated on a two-year rotation. The soil was exposed to the

harmful ef fects of chemical photo-oxidizat ion ( chemical

changes in the soil due to exposure to the tropical sun) for
more than half the time. Deep ploughing, expensive as it
r¡as, destroyed the soil structure. The absence of a vegeta-

tion cover for so much of the period increased the amount of

percolation, and the removal of plant foods from the topsoil
$tas thus accelerated. Bacterial activity was hindered by

excessive insolation, and was unable to keep up an adequate

supply of humus. The yield of successive crops fell rapidly
and t,he experiment had to be abandoned after a few years,

Ten years later the arid soil, too far removed from the edge

of the forest for quick natural reseeding, $¡as still only

thinly wooded (DumonL , 1957 t37) "

The Belgians, recognizing their mistake, decided in 1940

to start again, but this time based on the Bantu system,
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Under this paysannat system nationals were directed to clear
paralle1 corridors,l4 each 100 metres in $ridth from east to
west. In this manner they were able to obtain an adequate

acreage of cultivated land, while the bands ensured rapid

regeneration of the forest once the land was abandoned.

Each family received annually an individual plot in the cor-
ridor. The size and disposition of each family plot could

thus vary from year to year and according to family

strength. The ownership of the land remained collective. A

fresh belt of ground was brought under cultivation each

year, separated from the last by a stretch of forest of the

same h'idth. Over a nine year period successive "even" belts
were cleared, then the "odd" belts followed in seque.nce. By

this time the forest of the first "even" belt had already

achieved six years of regeneration. By the time the origi-
na1 "even" belt r.¡as again cultivated it would have had six-
teen years of growth (ae Coene, 1956:5,6).

Crop rot.ation allowed the extension of cultivation to a

four-year span. OLher advantages of the corridor system

were: the controlled ratio of cultivated land to fallow
Iand, and thus the preservation of soil fertility; the con-

centrated cultivation of particular crops in one beIt, each

family being given a section, facilitated the introduction
of improvements such as cultivation and seed selecLion; and

the continued common ol¡nership of land. The concentration

1 4 See Àppendix E for diagram.
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of cultivation reduced the expenditure of labour on trans-
port, and marketing and processing could be organized coop-

erat iveIy.

The pavsannats however did not survive Congolese indepen-

dence. The shifting cultivator who was used to freedom of

movement obviously found the compulsory rotation of land op-

pressive. The administration of t,he system, its planning

and supervision, were carried out by an outside, generally

Belgian, official. Considerable coercion v¡as involved in
obtaining the cooperation of the participants. The disrup-
tions following independence resulted in the total disinte-
gration of the pavsannats. Some of those who would have

preferred to continue on v¡ere forced off land that had been

expropriated from other Iineages.

3.8.2 Aqricultural Institutes

AIso prior to independence, the Belgians developed an ex-

tensive system of agricultural training institut,es. Twenty

schools were opened from 1 950 to 1 956 (gCrpnO , 1959:281 ) .

The objectives of these institutes vras to train potential
farmers. Two of them were located in the Kwilu area.

Though accurate statistics are unavailable, Mr. Gene Gentry

(1984) totlowed up some 150 graduates of the Lusekele cen-

tre. Of these only I were involved in agricultural- produc-

tion, many of the rest having found employment in the offic-
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Students in such

institutes were frequently young boys who took advantage of

the opportunity to obtain two years' free food and clothing,
berieving that the certificates thus obtained would assure

them of emproyment. The return to the hoe after having been

instructed at the institute in the use of tractors and other

advanced equipment proved too difficuLt a transition. New

techniques in soil conservation and animal husbandry as well
as the proper use of nev¡ seed varieties cannot readily be

applied in village fields (Regier, 1977:35). Regier
(1977¡37) cites a conversation with such a graduate who was

convinced that the instruction received had in no vray

equipped him for the return to the village.

3.8.3 Church-ReIated Proiects

A good number of programs have been initiated by various

churches or church-related agencies. A clear distinction
can be recognized between those of the cathoric church and

most of the protestant church-instigated projects. The for-
mer's projects are generally directly related to ongoing

church programs, and overseen by long term missionaries.
Their cattle extension programs for example, are generally

based on existing cattre herds with the surprus production

being distributed among villagers. The supervision of the

health of these herds is assured by an experienced animar

husbandry specialist in conjunction v¡ith his regular tours
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of visits to cattle herds belonging to the church. Should a

suitable national be available to take over the day-to-day

project rnanagement, he wilI be given the responsibility, as-

sured that the senior missionary is always available for
counsel. His active ongoing interest in the project also

provides support for the national as he must take decisions

under pressure from members of his lineage.

The protestant churches have no herds apart from those

established expressly for the purposes of the extension pro-

gram. Extension agents likewise are provided specifically
for the purpose of organizing and supervising such programs.

Since village herds are generally quite small and scattered,
long distances must be covered per head treated. In the

same yray personnel are frequently relatively short-term,

sent out to develop and/or supervise a program for a period

of three years during which a local counterpart is chosen

and trained. If such a national is not available the expa-

triate's term may be extended or another person sent to re-
place him. The object is almost invariably the replacement

of the expatriate as soon as possible. White the system

discourages "empire-building" it also puts great pressure on

the expatriate to find and train a suitable replacement in a

limited time-period. The time limitation does not always

allow for sufficient training and, especially, for the pro-

spective project supervisor to develop sufficient commitment

to the project. Lacking continuing support and commitment

{_ --i
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he is invariably unable to resist family and lineage pres-

sures, resulting in the project's disintegration.

the authent

experience of

er (1977) and

Développement

1u, hras admini

icity of this contention is borne out by the

two programs described in some detail by Regi-

Kroeker ( 1 978 ) . The former, the Service de

Aqricole of the Kasai area bordering the Kwi-

stered for a number of years by Regier.

Ef f orts vrere made to develop a sense of olrnership among

the local population. This $ras necessary, even though the

project in fact belonged to them, because it had been con-

ceived, and initially administered, by foreigners. The con-

scientization effort vras to a significant degree successful.

Both beneficiaries and church leaders gave every indication
of a sense of ownership. In preparation for Regier's depar-

ture an experienced national- vras chosen to replace him.

Since he vras a long time employee the training period and

methods lrere, to alI appearances, sufficient. Shortly after
he took charge, however, charges concerning mismanagement

began to surface. This should not be unexpected since he

was managing a program designed to serve a region involving
several ethnic aroups. Jealousies in such instances fre-
quently result in charges even though they are totally base-

less. When the accounts v¡ere checked however it was evident

that substantial funds had not been accounted for, and he

was again replaced by an expatriate
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The experience of the Protestant Agricultural Program de-

scribed by Kroeker was somewhat similar. This program too

vras basically developed by expatriates though nationals were

involved in the organizational process. The administrative

council !.ras composed of one representative of each of the

three agencies involved in its formation, and two represen-

tatives each, of the two (originally, and later three) par-

ticipating locaI church conferences. Later, due to good re-
lations with the provincial director of agriculture, he was

also invited to attend the annual administrative meeting and

soon became a fuII member. This contact with government of-
ficials, especiatly at the federal level, resulted in sub-

stantial aid in equipment, and funds for more than doubting

the cattLe herd in 1971.

The program, based in Kikwit, and serving the Kwango and

Kwilu Sub-Regions of Bandundu province, grew out of the

Protestant Church's post-rebellion food distribution pro-

gram. In 1966 the first fifteen head of cattle were ob-

tained and distributed to three "cooperatives". Its evident

success led to the expansion of the program in early 1 968 by

a further one hundred head

ethnic groups over an area

tres.

Efforts vrere made at involving

meetings in project administration.

It served a large number of

of some 100,000 sguare kilome-

nationals during annual

Though initially they
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vrere much more interested in obtaining benefits for them-

selves and/or their clan, they gradually developed a sense

of responsibility. Eventually ihe sending agency insited,
despite the reticence of local committee members, that a na-

tional take over the program's administration. A highly ca-

pable national was recruited and given the training deemed

necessary. He was given total management responsibility,
required only to report to funding agencies and the adminis-

trative council.

Às program administrator he had the final authority and

needed to take direction from these agencies only as he saw

fit. ln this case again, charges of preferential treatment

of his ovrn clan and mismanagement were soon made. Though

such charges were in some instances founded, they were not

sufficiently grave to require his dismissal. Being a highly

capable individual however he was not willing to allow this
position to interfere with his ov¡n business. His business

benefitted in that. when supplies were limited, he was as-

sured of first access. He was also accused of the gratui-

tous use of project, equipment. for the purposes of his busi-

ness. When confronted with such accusations, he considered

it undue interference, sincer âs director, he was in a posi-

tion to decide on matters of priority and use of equipment

(plett, 1 984 ) . 1 5 rnitially his business was smalI and did

Plett was for several years Country Representative, in
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as project
manager. Eventually however r âs his business grevr, this vras

no longer the case and his ability to properly supervise the
project s¡as severery const,rained. Despite evídent shortcom-
ings he $ras unwirring to delegate responsibility to either
expatriates or nationals. Neither v¡as he wirling, apparent-
ly in view of the prestige invorved, to step down and ret
someone else take over. Eventualry, due to a number of
causes, incruding dishonesty among his emproyees, the pro-
gram disintegrated to the point of virtuat inactivity.

The programs have in common that they are geared to im-
prove the conditions of that part of the rural population
which does not have access to government development pro-
grams. Their agents invariabry speak the rocal ranguage.
À11 participation in their programs is entirely on a voLun-
tary basis. since some personal initiative is required, the
first response frequently comes from the "erite,,. Kroeker
(1978) describes in some det,ai the problems that are then
encount,ered in assuring that it is in fact the more needy

that benef it.
area' s economy.

Both have had a s i gn i f icant impac t on t,he

1

t

This survey may now serve as a basis
tors tending to success or failure. The

termine the guidetines for the subsequent

for a study of fac-
study can then de-

project proposal.

Zaire,
founding

for the Mennoni
agenc i es .

te Central Committee, one of the



Chapter IV

AN EVALUATION OF THE PROJECTS DESCRIBED

These projects, âs

lustrate some of the i
rural development.

seeksr ês will here be

ciency and increased

oriented program.

outlined in the previous chapter, i1-
ssues raised by sources concerned with

These concerns must be faced if one

proposed, to attain food self-suffi-
rural income through a rural-, people-

4.1 THE LEVEL OF POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT

The government-sponsored programs of the Sudan, Kenya, Nige-

ria, Ghana, the Zaire (nelgian Congo), and the Bwakiri-Chini
program of Tanzania, had a number of factors in common

though there were also some major differences. The Malawi

program, though also government-sponsored, !ì¡as signif icantly
different. AII were major settlement schemes. Às such they

enjoyed a fair degree of priority in political and economic

planning and therefore were assured of the required funding.

All were administered by agencies distinct from the various

countries' political structure. As is frequently the case,

such a distinction did not necessarily assure freedom from

political pressures.

-75
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In the case of the Sudan, this distinction was initially
clear. AII administrative decisions were the responsibility
of the Sudan Plantations Syndicate. t7hen, in the 1950' s,

the scheme was nationalized, economic considerations contin-
ued to overshadow politíca1,

change.

resulting in virtually no

The Kenya program, though Iargely politically motivated,

experienced a minimum of political interference. What in-
terference occurred was primarily in the area of politi-
cians' efforts at benefitting personally through the acqui-

sition of some of the farms sold intact. No undue pressures

were placed on t,he administrators for political expediency.

This v¡as not, however, the case in Nigeria. This scheme had

as its basis the politicians'need for a highly visible pro-

gram that would assure their election. This resulted in in-
sufficient planning and a too short implementation period.

The desire to win the support of disaffected youth further
complicated the situation. Such considerations resulted in

undue pressures being placed on inexperienced administra-
tors, leading to their eventual discouragement and the vir-
tual abandonment of an extremely expensive program.

Ghana took pains to separate the Volta settlement scheme

from the political process. No indication is given of in-
terference by politicians. The latter applies as weII to
the programs in Zaire and Tanzania. OnIy three of the above
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programs are considered outright failures, those of Nigeria,
Tanzania (ewakiri-Chini), and Zaire. Às will be noted lat-
€r, the ZaÏre and Tanzania programs' failure had rather spe-

cific causes other than excessive political involvement.

The Tanzanian Ruvuma project, on the other handr ôs well

as the Nyakashaka, and church-related projects of Zaire, had

onJ-y Iimited, if âDy, contact with politicians in as far as

administration h'as concerned. Heither Hutton (1966, 1968,

1970) nor Chambers (1974) give indication of any such con-

tact at aI1. Àdministrators of the church-related projects
in ZaÏre maintained regular and frequent contact with both

state administrators and political leaders. The provincial
director of the Division of Agriculture þ¡as a member of the

ten-member Administrative Council of the Protestant Agricul-
tural Program. Though these contacts resulted in both moral

and financial support, they had no noticeable effect on pro-

gram objectives or administration.

Brain (1977 ) reports that participants in the Ruvuma

project held the local government administrators in con-

tempt, and apparently, because of this, they had the viIIag-
es banned as seditious organizaLions. It is not infrequent

that agents of the state, when they are kept informed, point

with pride to, and take personal credit for, such private
projects. On the other hand, projects about which they are

unfamiliar are written off as of no account when advice is
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cane,1974:114).
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request for state assistance (ninu-

The Ruvuma project's failure underscores the need for the

maintenance of good relations with state authorities. If it
becomes a question of accepting state intervention or
project termination in may be advisabre to accept such in-
tervention, especially if it will not resurt in a substan-

tiar change in program objectives. The zaïrian experience

indicates the advantage of keeping them informed even though

they have no voice in administration.

4.2 CÀPITALI ZÀTION

Frequently government-sponsored programs are criticized
for being too heavily capitalized (wood, 1970). This can

arso readily be the case with programs sponsored by non-gov-

ernment agencies. Batcheror (1981) notes that, based on his
experience, the potential for success of a project is, to a

degree, in inverse relationship to its 1evel of capital
tion

Those responsibÌe for
scious of this and funds

aspects of the program as

personal initiative. The

attention to this matter

the Volta River project vrere con-

vrere made available only f or such

could not be accomplished through

Malawi government paid particular
in its program design. It would

appear, from reports, that the only programs under study
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with a possibility of being considered over-capitalized were

those of Nigeria and Tanzania (Bwakiri-Chini). In the for-
mer, settlers had everything given to them, and what vras

supplied (housing, etc.) was generally of significantly bet-

ter quality than the facilities of non-settlers. In the

Bwakiri-Chini projectd large sums vrere spent on building a

modern headquarters when suitable buildings were available"
Both of these projects have been described as costly fail-
ures.

Some financial assistance was made available in all but

the Tanzanian Ruvuma project. It is possible that the

projects could also have achieved virtually the same results
without such assistance. It is not unrealistic, however,

for potential risk-takers to be more open to innovation if
the risk is shared. Some financial assistance will 1ikeIy

at times be a necessity. Àt other times it can provide the

needed incentive. Too much, âs Batchelor points out, is
likely to result in failure. Careful attention must there-

fore be given to the level of funding provided.

4.3 SETTLERS' ]NITTÀL PÀRTICIPÀTION

This brings us naturally to a consideration of the desir-
able level of personnal initiative or sacrifice. Here again

the schemes present us with a wide range. The Ruvuma

project was based totally on individual initiative. It was

E:. --1
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the villagers themselves who requested the program and pro-

vided all the material inputs required. On the other hand,

nothing at all, except their will to participate, vras re-
quired of settlers in Nigeria and Bwakiri-Chini. They were

assured of a regular income from the outset. All prepara-

tions were made for them. OnIy later did the Bwakiri-Chini

settlers realize they were not getting all they had been

promised, and dissatisfaction resulted.

Though no financial outlays were required in a number of

the schemes, including Volta and Gezira, it was clear from

the outset in all but Bwakiri-Chini and Nigeria, that ma-

terial benefits vrere either heavily or totally dependent on

their own efforts. Personal commitment therefore appears to
be a necessary, though not always sufficient, element of

success.

4.4 SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

The measurement of this commitment as a means of selec-

tion was achieved by various means. The Kenya scheme re-
quired the investment of personal funds plus some demonstra-

tion of an interest in farming as indicated by a knowledge

of the trade. The Nyakashaka, Ruvuma, and Malawi programs

required a demonstration of personal commitment through a

training period of from six mont,hs to three years. Others

simply allowed anyone willing to stake his future on partic-

Ë-_
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ipation to enter, with the degree of benefit directly depen-

dent on effort invested. In view of the relative success of

programs such as Volta and Gezira, it appears that careful
selection of participants is not an absolute necessity when

alternatives are limited (volta) or in the case of well-or-
ganized top-down administration (Gezira and Zaire). The se-

lection process however vras an important feature of programs

based on maximum participation of settlers in taking deci-
sions concerning their individual and corporate well-being,

as exemplified by Nyakashaka and Ruvuma.

The involuntary nature of participation in Zaire, togeth-
er with the removal of support facilities due to political
unrest, led to the total abandonment of settlements fo1Iow-

ing independence.

4.5 PARTICIPAT]ON ]N PLÀNNING AND ADMI NI STRATI ON

The Ruvuma project appears to be the only one in which

the beneficiaries participated to any extent in pre-impJ-e-

mentation planning. The Gezira scheme made up for this in

that it allowed for personal freedom concerning the produc-

tion of crops other than cottonr ôs well as the means of

providing labour personally or through hired he1p. De-

spite the increased sophistication of settlersr no allowance

was made for increased participation in overall administra-

tion.
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Nyakashaka allowed for considerabLe contact and interac-
tion before a person decided to participate. The close re-
lationship between the director and settlers resulted in a

sense of participation in decision making as concerned the

ongoing program. Finucane (1974216) and others cite such

participation as one of the principles of development. It
lras almost certainly the result of such interaction that
there existed, for exampre, such a difference in the demands

placed on women in the two Tanzanian schemes.

Despite a lack of such participation in most programs, a

good number of people have benefitted from them, including
those in zaire. The development process, howeverr âs demon-

strated by an increased ability of participants to plan and

administer their own programs, has probably been served onry

to a limited extent.

4.6 EDUCÀTION

Most of the projects involved significant changes in ag-

ricurtural practices. Ef forts vrere then made aÈ assisting
setllers in adjusting to such changes. In the Gezira scheme

the emphasis on a singre crop and centrarized dictatoriar
administration kept requirements to a minimum. sufficient
agents were available to pass on the required instructions.
The VoIta, Nigeria, and Kenya schemes however encountered

serious problems when extension agents were unable to pro-
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vide the information and assistance as it vras required. In

Kenya this resulted in a marked reduction in output. Par-

ticularly in Nigeria, and also in Ghana, it resulted in a

demoralized extension staff and a high desertion IeveI.

Desertion was however not a problem in Nyakashaka, nor in
Ruvuma. These programs were deliberately kept small in or-
der to assure sufficient supervision. Instruction was giv-
êD, and difficulties shared and discussed, ât regular gath-

erings designed for this purpose. The Bwakiri-Chini scheme

was small and had sufficient personnel, but relationships
were poor and emphasis was placed on giving orders rather

than education.

The Nyakashaka, Malawi, and Nigeria schemes involved edu-

cational requirements. À survey carried out by Lockheed

et.al. (1980) indicates that a minimum of four years of

primary school education wiIl result in significantly in-
creased adaptability to ne$¡ farming methods. Le Ie
(1975:164)r on the other hand, claims, on the basis of re-
sults in Niger, that illiterates are just as like1y to adapt

as are the more educated. What is required for such people

is that the process be adapted. I t, must, she states, be

"more active, concrete, imaginative, and repetitious". On-

the-job training, at the least through regular opportunity

for joint problem solving, is a minimum requirement to as-

sure the continuation of the development process. The na-
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ture of the scheme wiIl determine the requirement,s for addi-
tional prior and/or continuing education. Any joint effort,
for example, will require at least some form of management

training.

4.7 THE NATURE OF SETTLEMENTS

The ability to interact is determined largely by the

proximity of settlers. Hence there v¡as frequent contact at
Nyakashaka and Ruvuma where grouping of settrers for mutual

encouragement was a matter of principle. Such mutual rein-
forcement contributed significantly to continued participa-
tion during the early experimental period. Though close

grouping was also practices in the Gezira and Vo1ta schemes,

no mention is made of any effort at organizing or encourag-

ing any mutually supportive gatherings. The Nigeria and

Bwakiri-chini schemes both suffered as a resurt of distance

between settlements and between settlers.

4.8 SETTLER-ADMINTSTRATOR RELAT]ONS

The extent of interaction between settlers and adminis-

trators, or at least its usefulness, depended Iargely on the

position taken by the schemes' administrators. Thus, where

the administrator Iived among the settlers, âs in Nyakashaka

and Ruvuma, interaction sras frequent and very helpful.
I.There the administrators Iived separately and under differ-
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ent, conditions it was minimal and, in the case of Bwakiri-

Chini, accrimonious when it did take place. Even more im-

portant than location, though probably also a primary deter-
minant of the same, is the matter of the administrator's at-
titude or motivation. A ready identification with the

settlers and a real interest in promoting their welfare lras

quickly recognized. As indicated by the Nigeria and Volta

schemes however, properly motivated agents can readily be-

come discouraged when conditions prevent them from accom-

plishing their assigned tasks and from making program ad-

justments in response to developments.

4.9 MECHÀNI ZATTON

One of the primary problems faced by both the Nigeria and

Volta schemes was the emphasis on mechanization. The same

held true, though to a lesser extent, for Kenya. Due to an

inadequate supply of equipment and frequent breakdowns, work

could not be accomplished at the proper time. This led to
discouragement among both the settlers and extension agents.

In Nigeria some settlers chose to revert to more traditional
methods. While some of the same problems vrere also experi-

enced in the Kenya and Gezira schemes, they were less dis-
ruptive in Kenya due to greater program diversity, and in

Gezira due to better administration and repair facilities.

{¡
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In the Zaire, Ruvuma, Malawi, and Nyakashaka settlement

schemes the machette and the hoe remained the primary agri-
cultural implemenLs. No great attempt was made aL mechani-

zation. Technological innovation focused on improved seed

and plant varieties and more scientific agricultural prac-

tices paying greater attention to the agricultural calen-

dar, better seeds and seeding practices, etc.- resulting in

substantial increases in output per hectare.

Programs involving mechanization demanded a substantially
greater investments of capital and management skilIs, both

relatively scarce factors in most developing countries.

4. 1O OTHER PROJECT_SPECIFIC FACTORS

The foregoing constitute some of the factors distinguish-
ing a given number of the schemes under study from the rest,
though there is no systematic association (no given group of

schemes is in all cases set off against the rest)" There

are however some factors applicable to all schemes, âs well

as others that apply only to one or two, that can contribute
to an understanding of their degree of success.

It should be noted that aIl schemes involved settlement

of one sort or another. AII required land other than that
previously settled and cultivated by the participants. De-

spite some difficulties encountered in Ghana following the

overthrow of Nkrumah, land was available for settlement pur-

È_
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poses. Had this not been the case, another system of rural
development would have had to be devised.

WhiIe several of the programs focused on the training and

settlement of young people, Nyakashaka was the only one to

be successful while also continuing this restriction. The

Ma1awi orogram began with young people but these were soon

joined by family members of all ages, thus giving stability
to the settlement. At Nyakashaka, the expatriate manager

served both as mentor and director, thus maintaining unity
of purpose.

The Nyakashaka and Ruvuma settlers were required to de-

velop their own marketing system, including the building of

roads and bridges. Though no mention is made of this actu-
ally taking place in the Malawi scheme, the point is made

that settlers were given the capacity to do so. There was

therefore no need to convince civil servants or politicians
of such needs.

The VoIta and Nigerian schemes demonstrate two approaches

involving tree crops. In Ghana settlers $rere given food aid

for six months only. Those involved in tree crop schemes

recognized the need for some means of providing food in the

interim. Às a result they inter-cropped until the trees be-

gan producing. In Nigeria, on the other hand, settlers were

assured of cash advances until harvesting began. Since they

did not reap any benefit from their efforts for several

years, many became discouraged and many deserted.
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The Ghanaian scheme stressed the need for extensive

studies prior to implementation. Decisions as to proper

crop choice and location srere based on such studies as op-

posed to the disasterous effects of spur-of-the-moment deci-
sions being taken at Bwakiri-Chini. Both the Ghanaian and

the Nigerian schemes suffered from too rapid implementation.

The former due to pressures resulting from the rising wat,er

Ievel, the latter due to political pressures. This Iimited
the opportunity, especially in Ghana, for extension agents

to properly prepare poÈential settlers as well as the set-
tlers' ability to participate in planning. The Bwakiri-Chi-
ni experience especially, demonstrates the error of exclud-
ing the participants from the planning process and a refusal
to recognize this valuable source of highly pertinent infor-
mation.

The two Tanzanian schemes are prime examples of the pit-
fal1s of "top-down" and the benefits of "bottom-up" adminis-

tration. The Bwakiri-chini scheme has been crassified as an

unmitigated disaster while Ruvuma demonstrated a1l- the signs

of success until it ran into problems with local government

administrators.

Regier (1977 ) stresses the need for a sense of ownership.

The lack of this factor at Bwakiri-Chini resulted in ex-

tremely l-ow labour productivity and intentional sabotage

through incorrect planting. Though the settlers were to
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benefit from their labour, relationships vrere such that they

considered themselves hapless state labourers. Dissatisfac-
tion was intensified when, in the end, their expectations of

superior living conditions vrere not met. The sense of com-

munity was enhanced at Ruvuma by the organization of social

functions, some specifically for the youthr âs well as the

assistance given to young men wishing to marry a $roman from

a non-participating viIlage. The specific objective of pro-

viding a better way of life for young people was thus at-
tained. This scheme further enhanced its possibilities of

success through the development of both forward and backward

linkages as exemplified by the establishment of a sawmiIl,

transport facilities, and a flour miII.

As in numerous instances throughout Africa, the Malawi

project participants experienced difficulties when they

sought individually to transfer their newly acquired tech-

niques to the rural village setting. The same experience

has been repeated many times in Zaire where a large number

of agricultural technical institutes were opened prior to

independence with practically no subsequent participation in

agricultural production on the part of graduates. In Malawi

this experience led to a nevr approach where new villages
were formed by groups of such young people. With the mutual

support thus available, the villages soon flourished and

their success attracted many of their kinfolk, thus achiev-

ing the desired demonstration effect.
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The evaluation of these projects up to this point has

been rat,her impressionistic. À number of the indicators
used would be difficult to quantify. The following table
gives an indication of the projects' success in terms of a

subset of more readily measureable variables. These are

considered also to address some of the essential elements of

development. The indicators are: appropriateness of tech-

nology, continuity of the project, degree of participation,
replication or demonstration effect, increased output, and

employment creation.

EVALUÀTTVE TABLE*

Project
Tech-
nology

Cont i -
nui ty

Parti-
c ipa-
tion

Repl i -
cat i on Output

Em-
proy-
ment lotal

*Evaluation code:
gree.

Gez i ra

Kenya

Nigeria

Ghana

Bwakiri-
Chini

Ruvuma

Nyakashaka

MaIawi

2

1

0

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

0

0

2

2

'1

0

0

1

0

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9

5

3

5

2

10

11

12

0 = none, 1 = some, 2 = a signigicant de-
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According to this evaluation, the Gezira, as well as the

Ruvuma, Nyakashaka, and Ma1awi schemes were appreciably more

"successful" than the other four. Of these four successful

projects only the Gezira Scheme had no appreciable demon-

stration effect. This constitutes a factor of primary im-

portance in small-scale rural development, since the achiev-

ing of a significant improvement in the status of large

numbers of rural people depends on the eventual participa-
tion of a large portion of the population. All of the

three, Ruvuma, Nyakashaka, and Malawi , involved at least
some degree of participation in the planning process. AIt
three also involved the application of appropriate technolo-
gy, and resulted in a significant increase in output.

The experience of the Gezira and Ruvuma schernes, and

probably also that of Malawi, indicates that success in eco-

nomic terms may well be achieved at some social and politi-
ca1 cost. The Ruvuma project, though successful in all oth-
er aspects, no longer exists. The Gezira scheme had little
developmental impact other than some degree of economic im-

provement. Such social and political factors must be taken

into consideration in the design of any rural development

project.

Based on such experience, and the studies of others con-

cerned with rural development, vre shall now proceed to set

forth some guidelines for future rural development programs.
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Chapter V

GUIDELINES FOR RURÀL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

In seeking to put forth generally applicable guidelines

for rural development programs, one must bear in mind that

there exist marked differences in cultural patterns of indi-
vidual societies that have only recently been pushed togeth-

er under one authority. Hence it is unwise to devise a

st,rategy which involves uniform application of a single mod-

eI (Funnel, 1976287). In spite of such intra-national dif-
ferencesr âs well as the very obvious differences between

international and inter-continental agricultural systems,

similarities enable us to make some generalizations and com-

parisons (Bryant and White, 1980:3). These will be made un-

der the following headings: planning, the selection of. par-

ticipants, settlement style, the choice of activities,
capitalization, administration, continuing education and

follow-up, official government and/or political involvement,

and evaluation.

-92
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5.1 PLANNTNG

de Br iey ( 1 968 : 6 ) states tt¡at development in Af r ica wi II
take shape only when the nationals assume responsibility for

their country and effectively exercise it. Bringing this
down to the level of our interesL, that of rural develop-

ment, it follows that this will not occur until the rural
population becomes involved in the planning process. The

Iack of such participat ion, according to Drachoussoff

(1965:191 ), of the Congolese in conception, elaboration, and

implementation of the pavsannat system, resulted in a lack

of understanding and a passive attitude. When trouble came

and the support system was weakened he readily abandoned

what in the eyes of the planners, rras highly beneficial for

him. To make him an active participant he must see it as

his plan and that it. v¡iIl determine the future of his clan,

his region and, in as far as he is conscious of the national

entity, his country.

Such involvement of the ruraL population will necessarily

be a slow way to work (Hinton, 1970:21). Beer (1955:45), in
fact, ruled it out, stating that in view of the state of af-
fairs "t,here is no time for the slower evolution necessary

for the stable integration

of the semi-nomadic Sudanese populationJ into a new econom-

ic and social $¡hole". The desired rapid economic develop-

ment, according to him, reguired centralized agricultural
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control and efficient production, â11 the while recognizing

that this would "limit the opportunities for individual ini-
tiative and enterprise by the farmer".

The first rule of planning for rural development there-

fore is locaI participation in the planning process itself.
LeIe, in her research, found that loca1 participation foI-
lowing planning does not assure any great degree of success

(19752162). Frequently in traditional societies this will
not involve the participants alone, but also traditional au-

thorities, since their exclusion from the process could well

lead to resistance to the extent of sabotage of the program.

The desire to include aII the necessary people in planning

could readily lead to too broad or large a representation.

In this regard Chambers (19742152) stresses concentration on

optimization as opposed to maximization of locaI parÈicipa-

tion.

Reference has already been made to the inadvisability of

planning in too great detail. This may well result in unde-

sireable rigidity in the implementation process. More wiIl
be said later concerning the need for a program to develop

along with the participants' capacity. Too rigid scheduling

and implementation may prevent such adaptationsr âs demon-

strated by the Gezira scheme.

Planning should be realistic as well as flexible. John-

ston and Kilby (1975:131) suggest that, due to the difficul-
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ty of predicting results, any attempt to apply rigourous op-

timization techniques to a subset of variables is likely to
be worse than decision making on the basis of more general

factors, including those that are exceedingly difficurt to
quantify but too important to ignore. These wourd include

such factors as past experience (in this instance in agri-
cultural production ) and cult,ure.

Pranning however, while allowing for changes rerative to
experience in the implementation process, must be sufficient
to give direction and to allow for evaluation, reading to
more effective program implementaion. chambers (1974228)

suggests a planning seguence of;

1. plan formulation,

2. budget ing,

3. programming,

4. implementation,

5. monitoring,

6. ex post evaluation, and

7. plan reformulation.

Such a program woul-d respond to the need for
while requiring a continuation of the planning

the people involved. Too frequently plans are

submitted by planners involved only in the first
- plan formulation and budgeting with only a

of what is to follow.

flexibility
process by

prepared and

two aspects

vague noÈion
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Effective plans must be formulated on the basis of fact.
The acquisition of facts will require research. Even when

those who are to benefit from a program are included in the

planning process, it cannot be taken for granted that the

variables forming the basis of the modeL will be readily
recognized. Felt or expressed needs may well merely be

symptoms of the real problem. It will then be desireable

that participants be guided into a better understanding of

their problem so that they may be in a better position to
formurate a sorution. the fact that an insufficient amount

of food is availabre in the urban markets does not necessar-

ily indicate that not enough food is being produced, and es-
pecia1ly, that rural producers are not interested in in-
creasing output.

Research, in addition to assuring that perceptions are

correct, is also required in order to determine technologic-
al possibilities available or in prospect as well as to ac-
quire an intimate knowredge of the potential of a particurar
country or region in both material and human terms. The

Nyakashaka and Ruvuma settlements were clearly based on an

understanding of such resources. The vorta scheme faltered
when materiar (equipment) resources vrere inadequate to keep

up with the rising water 1evel. Based on such information
non-disruptive innovations can be impremented that wirr lead

to an accererated modification of traditionar methods (ora*

choussoff, 1965:190).
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FinaIly, Iocal participation and research (correct infor-
mation) should lead to planning with Iimited yet clearly de-

fined objectives. The Gezira scheme vras successful- in that
it met the limited objectives of substantially increasing

cotton production while assuring a level of income comparing

favorably with "that of other peasants in Àfrica and the

Middle East" (Hance, 1954:268). The Nyakashaka program also

succeeded in meeting the limited objectives of providing em-

ploymenL for school-leavers via the production of a single
agricultural crop. In the case of Ruvuma, the objective was

clear to provide a better vray of life for youth in order

to reduce their dependency on migratory labour. This was

achieved through the provision of a sense of self-worth
(prestige) as well as the bride price. Both were previously

attained largely through the migratory labour process.

The involvement of the local population in the decision-
making process wilI likely also result in the setting of ob-

jectives in keeping with traditional values. rn the African
setting, in view of an emphasis on communal responsibility,
personal enrichment is unlikely to be the primary purpose of

any such development effort. Any effort based on this mo-

tive would be more likely to break down due to personal

greed than to result in cooperation for the enrichment of

a1I. HeIleiner (1968:a) suggests the motive of nation-
building. Nationarism was highly evident in the Marawi and

Ruvuma projects in that both vrere a response to the call of
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the president. This elenient was however sadly lacking in
Bwakiri-Chini, Kenya, Nigeria, and even Ghana following the

fall of Nkrumah.

One of the

gram of Zaire

program object

problems of the Protestant Àgricultural Pro-

vras that the director was in conflict with

ives at two levels. He had a tendency to de-

vote too much of his time to his oy¡n enrichment and at times

used program resources to this end. On the other hand he

succumbed to traditional pressures and favoured his clan and

the people of his region generally over those of other are-

as.

Finucane (1974t16,17) suggests the following as objec-

tives for development projects: 1 ) greater social justice,
2) more equality in participation in the taking of deci-
sions, 3) the obtainment of a fair share of what is pro-

duced, and 4) increased productivity - more efficiency and

Iarger outputs.

Whatever the objectives are, they must be limited, clear-
Iy def ined and in keeping with the social val-ues of the peo-

p1e involved.
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5.2 THE SELECTTON OF PARTICIPANTS

As in a project's planning process, so also in its execu-

tion, 1oca1 participation is of primary importance (nryant

and White, 1980:3'1 ; Hinton, 1970221¡ LeIe, 1975:162; Ségers,

1982:390). This must include traditional chiefs (Drachous-

soff, 1965:189). Generally the first to respond to any of-
fer of development assistance wiIl be the new elite: those

who through individual effort have recently improved their
own economic, and therefore social, position (Kroeker,

1978:15). This is in keeping with findings in a study on

agricultural extension services in Àfrica and Madagascar by

Pièrre Chantrom as cited by Ségers (1982:396). According to
this study about 3 percent of the rural poputation can be

considered as innovators, and a further 14 percent wiIl
quickly follow innovative suggestions.

In its efforts to provide assistance to the rural poor,

the Protestant Agricultural Program experienced considerable

difficulty in distinguishing requests for assistance of the

relatively wealthy from those of the poor. Kroeker (1978)

therefore suggests that the clan be involved in the choice

of participants, and specifically, that rural development

projects be carried out in the context of the clan. This

would not exclude the participation of the elite but it
would resuLt in a more equitable distribution of gains since

traditional values would rule.
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The participation of traditional chiefs would also help

to resolve squabbles resulting from the jealousy of neighb-

ours and particularly those involving land use rights. Such

factors contributed significantly to the abandonment of

farms by progressive farmers in the Kwilu region of ZaTre

(nifa, 1980:350).

Depending on cultural practices, women may or may not

normally be involved in the decision-making process. Their

participation however is indispensable, and every effort
should be made to involve them. They must also be involved

in every aspect of the implementation process, if for no

other reason, than because of their superiority in number

and their traditionally heavy involvement, in agricultural
production. At best, the exclusion of women would result in

technological innovation being applied to substantially less

than one half of the agricultural sector of Africa.

Most of the schemes under study stressed voluntary as op-

posed to involuntary participation. Participation was com*

pulsory for the paysannats of the Belgian Congo¡ ês well as

the Gezira and Volta schemes. The most successful schemes

in terms of individual participation and improvement vrere

the ones that not only made participation voluntary, but in-
volved some form of restrictive entry, some demonstration of

commitment to the objectives of the program. Itrs incon-

ceivable that development can take place withouÈ the volun-
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tary participation of the beneficiaries. "No one can be

'developed' in spite of himself" (ségers, 1982:390).

while several of the projects were geared to youth there

appears little evidence that this factor contributed to any

great extent to success. In both Nigeria and Bwakiri-Chini

discouragement developed quite rapidly when the program did

not advance as expected. This might weII be attributed to

the impatience of the young. Às was intimated in the dis-

cussion of the Malawi program, the inclusion of people of

a1l ages lent stability to the settlement.

The Pièrre Chantram study previously cited gives no indi-

cation of any difference in innovative tendencies attributa-

ble to age. It may however be that the young, having ex-

perienced a lower degree of risk, would be more ready to

become involved in a more radical departure from tradition.
Usually the young are also the more educated and have thus

been exposed to a greater degree to non-traditional thought.

The primary benefit to be gained from emphasizing the in-
volvement of youth would be the greater potential for long

term benefit. À young person will not only have more time

to apply newly acquired methods but will also pass them on

to young children who are still in

stage in Iife.
a much more formative

In cases, therefore, where participation must be numeri-

cally limited, it may well be adviseable to give some pref-
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erence to young candidates, not, however, ât the intention-
al total excl-usion of the more mature.

As in the case of youth¡ so also in the matter of educa-

tion is there no clear indication of preference. As was

stated earlier, young people tend to be more highly educated

and therefore more pre-disposed to innovation. What is at

stake is not the ability to assimilate nevr ideas but the

method used in presenting them. Batchelor (1981:55) states

that adults taught in a non-formal manner can learn at one

tenth the cost it takes to teach children. While some stud-

ies such as Lockheed, €t. aI. (1980) indicate a greater ef-
fectiveness of concentration on people with at Least four

years of formal education, others indicate that when infor-
mal methods are used, concentration on the uneducated wilI
be just as effective.

5.3 SETTLEMENT STYLE

In organizational terms, settlements can be of at least

three different types. They may be organized on a totally
individual basis, where sett,lers live in relatively close

proximity thus allowing for mutual support while also pro-

viding marketable products in sufficient quantity to attract
merchants. AI1 produclion and marketing as welI as the pur-

chasing of inputs would be done individually.
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The cooperative system has a wide range of possibilities
and may involve cooperation only in the acquisition of in-
puts or the marketing of outputs. In such a situation the

individuals would be severally responsible for payment of

goods acquired or collection of the proceeds of sales. From

this limited form of cooperation can evolve forms of in-
creasing joint action to the point where goods are communal-

Iy produced, acguired, and marketed.

The third type of settlement is that of the collective,
where alI effort and proceeds are shared communally. Gener-

ally this is seen to involve compulsory participation. It
is precisely here that t,his style differs from the most ad-

vanced style of cooperative. Under the cooperative system

an individual is always free to withdraw when he is no long-

er convinced of its usefulness. This is not possible in a

collective system.

In choosing a settlement system participants must be

avrare of t,he implications of their actions. It is doubtful

that sufficient advantage could be gained from the individu-
aI system as described above to attract many participant,s.

Removal from their traditional setting would result only in

increased risk. Communal ownership of the product of one's

Iabour requires a prior commitment to such a system. While

it has had highly beneficial results under other conditions,

it is not common in Africa. There exists a high degree of
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cooperative effort, âs in the case of hunting. It is ex-

pected that the fortunate individual wiII share the product

of his labour with co-Iabourers, but its ovrnership is never

in doubt.

In view of this concept of ownership it is therefore

doubtfull that. many would readily submit to a communal pro-

duction system (Mand1e,1981:19). What remains then is the

cooperative system. This system has met with limited suc-

pants. Cooperatives, when they have been organized in Afri-
cê r have stressed the features commonly accepted in western

society, of open membership, one man, one vote, and benefit
in accordance with participation. The traditionalists in

Àfrica however insist on limitation of membership to t,he

clan, leadership by traditional leaders who are frequently

not the most qualified, the use of surplus for festivities,
and distribution according to rank. On the other hand "mod-

ern" Africans are concerned with good organization not for

the benefit of the whole, but for rapid personal enrichment

(ségers, 1982t392,393).

Despite these tendencies, there exist some highly suc-

cessful cooperatives. These generally have very limited ob-

jectives. The savings and loan cooperative in Kinshasa,

Zaire, for example, concentrates almost exclusively on pro-

viding savings facilities (Kikassa, 1981:554). In view of

cess in Àfrica because of the dual mentality of partici-
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such circumstances, and due to the need to encourage cooper-

ation for more rapid development, it appears advisable to

begin at a low level of cooperative effort, allowing for

this to increase as experience, confidence, and managerial

capacity develop.

À further feature of the style of settlement involves the

proximity of dwelling and land units. While traditionally
village housing units are near to one another, fields are

frequently scattered, Ìrith a limited number of families in

any one area. This pracÈice is observed in order to avoid

the spread of plant diseases (Fresco, 1982222).

In viev¡ of the evident preference of close association of

dwellings as well as the benefits garnered from mutual en-

couragement and the sharing of experience as demonstrated by

t,he Ruvuma and Nyakashaka settlements, Lhere appears to be

no cause for any change. As concerns the fields, dispersal

may be necessary in order to find sufficient fertile soiI.
If insecticides are not readily available, or not within the

settlers' means, this again might be just cause for field
dispersal. The Belgian corridor system was, however, highly

beneficial in that it allowed for systematic field size and

regeneration of infertile soil (de Coene, 1956:6). Should

mechanical cultivation by animal or tractor power be intro-
duced, such a system would prove appreciabty more efficient
in view of the limited surface being cultivated by any one

family unit.
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Not only should individual dwellings in a settlement be

near enough to encourage interaction, but settlemenLs also

should, âs much as possible, be developed so as to encourage

inter-vi Ilage commun icat ion . One of the serious drawbacks

of colonial settlements was that they vrere organized prima-

rily to facilitate government access to the people and ac-

cess of rural products to major population centres, not as a
means of increasing inter-settlement contact,. Às the pro-
gram develops it will rikery be impossibre or inefficient to
make all services available at all centres. It will there-
fore be advisable that there develop some type of hierarchi-
cal system of centres to provide the needed services to a

dispersed population (f'unnel-, 1976:91,88).

5.4 THE CHOICE OF ACTIVTTIES

The program itself should be designed in accordance with
local needs and conditions. As has already been stated, it
is therefore highry inadvisable to design a standard program

and then to seek to implement it under radical-ly differing
circumstances. There are however some basic principres that
can be set forth, based on the experience of past develop-

ment efforts and studies done on the principles of rural de-

velopmen!. Ségers (19922390), states that too often devel-

opment projects have been conceived by foreigners or

nationar interlectuars without proper consideration for so-

cial structures or local attitudes, without seeking the ben-
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thout requiring them to as-vt1

itv

One of the primary considerations in the choice of activ-

ities is that they respond to the felt or expressed needs of

those who are to benefit. Many projects have failed because

they had Iittle refevance to problems as perceived by the

people. There will be times when the people will need to be

guided into a better understanding of the problem or need

that confronts them. Expressed needs may be only the symp-

toms of more basic problems. Once they have been made avtare

of the true nature of their problem, they will be in a posi-

tion to formulate a more accurate or more appropriate re-

sponse.

There vras however no need for such prompting in Ruvuma.

The need was obvious. glhat was required was help in formu-

Iating a response. The Same v¡as also true in Nyakashaka.

The Zaïre cattle distribution programs $¡ere enthusiastically

received because they responded to a felt need. People were

quick to participate and to agree to a program they did not

understand in order to accomplish their goal. Once this ob-

jective had been met, however, they tended to revert to more

traditional, or at least more acceptable, systems. None of

this was however evident in the Gezira, Nigeria, and Bwaki-

ri-Chini programs. Though more conscientization stas carried

out in Ghana, resulting in a realization of the need to re-
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the inhabitants of the areas to be flooded could

appreciate the need f or the dam and t,he electrical

thus produced.

frequently a country's development agenda is deter-

by externally acceptable projects, rather than an

based on what emerges from within (DeFehr, 1983:9).

À second set of considerations relates to available re-

sources in human terms as well as in land and capital. Hu-

man resources will here be considered in terms of labour,

experience, including formal education, and culture.

Where research reveals extensive reserves of disposable

l-abour, this factor must be taken into account (Tiker-Tiker,

1981:63). Much has been written concerning the tendency of

youths to migrate to urban centres due to the rural "Iabour

sLack". À study carried out by Fresco (1981:9) in the KwiIu

region of Zaïre revealed that 82 percent of Kikwitl6 youth

originating in rural areas lived ín hope of returning to
their place of origin when conditions improved.

Any program design must also take into account the ex-

perience of prospective participants. A population that has

repeatedly been encouraged to produce a surplus for market

only to have seen the product of its labour rot in storage

or destroyed by insects, as has been the case in ZaTre, will

1 6 Àn interior city of some 120 thousand inhabitants.
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not readily repeat the effort unless marketing possibilities

are quite secure. It may weII be necessary to begin on a

small scale to al1ow experience to generate greater partici-
pation. Where compulsory agricultural production has been

the ruIe, the voluntary aspect of any program must receive

all the greater emphasis.

glhere an individual is convinced that no choice he can

make wiIl radically alter his chances one vray or another,

the individual initiative required to achieve change wiII
develop only gradually. AIso, the degree of risk that farm-

ers are willing to incur is related to their nearness, in

some sense, to "biological subsistence" (Scott, 197 6:19).

In all such instances, sma11, discreet projects initiated by

the participants are liable to result in more permanent im-

provement than grandiose projects seeking sudden and radical
change. This change would include choice of products. Ini-
tial efforts should be concentrated on increased output of

products familiar to the participants. In Ruvuma there oc-

cured no substantial change. In Gezira most effort was con-

centrated on a single product, as was also the case in Nya-

kashaka. Sufficient supervisory capacity was available to

make the transition. Gezira allowed for continuation, to a

significant degree, of concentration on famíliar crops. The

radical change demanded by the Kenya, Bwakiri-Chini, Nige-

ria, and Ghana schemes created difficulties and in some cas-

es led to failure.
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Where innovation is readily accepted it is again impor-

tant that proposals be solidly grounded on concepts that are

weII understood. Scrimshaw and Taylor ( 1 980:34 ) contend

that, to be successful a new technology must fit the entire
socioeconomic system in which it is to find pIace. The in-
troduction of any ner,¡ technology wiIl, however, involve a

change in the system. The type of changes being proposed

will require substantial adjustments. What is required,

therefore, is a recognition of the existing socioeconomic

base, and an effort at assisting participants in making the

required changes. No doubt the potential for conflict wilI
be great as changes occur from traditional views concerning

religion and the status of vromen, and from old to new hie-
rarchies. The minimization of such conflict will require a

high degree of avlareness on the part of the project supervi-

sor. It is imcumbent upon him to present new concepts as

much as possible in terms of those that are known, ês well

as to seek out people who have had some previous outside

contact. This holds true in a particular i{ay for demands on

management.

Formal education or some prior part,icipation in a commer-

cial enterprise, even though this has not been at the man-

agement level, can greatly enhance one's ability to conceive

of managerial requirements. This may not be sufficient how-

ever when cultural- pressures are brought to bear. The fail-
ure of national management in the two protestant projects in
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The

Nyakashaka seLtlers prefered an expatriate manager, not be-

cause they l¡ere incapable of determining product quality,

but because cultural factors prevented them from enforcing

accepted standards. The choice is then one of developing a

project within the cultural system. Where a project does

not fit the system, and is seen to be of sufficient benefit,
management, or at least the support for management, must be

supplied from outside. This method has kept the catholic
projects in Zaire going while those initiated by the protes-

tant church have experienced an extremely high failure rate.

Cultural considerations expressed in taboos and prefer-
ences at times constitute considerable barriers to develop-

ment. One must realise that v¡e are here primarily dealing

with people with at best a limited formal education. It is
clear that in certain areas friction wiIl result between old

and new values and hierarchies. Because it takes time to
change views, taboos and preferences must not be overlooked.

On the one hand, a refusal to deal with such issues may re-
sult in excessive internal conflict for the participants as

they seek to apply progressive methods that contradict es-

tablished norms. Generally the established norms will pre-

vail or at least exert sufficient influence so as to greatly

retard development.
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On the other hand, ignoring cultural issues may result in

attract,ing only those on the fringes of society. Those who

due to their attitudes or actions have been excluded from

normal village 1ife. This has frequently been the experi-
ence of missionairies as they shared the gospel with the

first people they met as they approached a village. Loewen

(1967 ) refers to such convert,s as "banana patch christians",
indicating their habitation in the village banana patch out-

side the compound. À refusal to deal with such factors

could weIl jeopardize the whole program.

Batchelor (1981) deals adequately and at length with the

need for Iiberation. The introduction of religion generally

merely constitutes the exchange of one set of rules for an-

other. The new rules may well be more conducive to "devel-
opment", but basically the conflict between the old and new

continues. What is required is not the destruction of a

given culture , ot the exchange of one culture for another,

but liberation which wiIl a1low an individual to decide for
himself which aspects of his culture may be retained and

which may be discarded. Christianity, correctly understood,

could be the means of liberation. It is only as people are

set free to discard or adapt given aspects of their culture
that the achievement of one's potential, or true develop-

ment, can be fuIly realized.
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The availabílity of land and its suitablility should con-

stitute a further consideration in activity choice. Land

v¡as available for all of the projects presented in the pre-

vious chapter. While this generally applies to Africa,
where less than one-half of arable land is currently under

cultivation (Scrimshaw and Taylor, 1980:30), this is not aI-
v¡ays the case. In the Kwilu area of Zaire only about five
percent of available land is under cultivation (Fresco,

1981:10). However high density rural- population areas exist
where this is not t,he case (McKenzie and McKenzie, 1984).

Program design must therefore adjust to area specific condi-

tions.

Much emphasis vras placed on land suitability in Ghana and

in Nyakashaka, none in Bwakiri-Chini. The results v¡ere po-

sitive on the one hand and disastrous on the other. In ad-

dition to large areas of uncultivated arable land in Zaïre,

there exist also much greater areas well suited to cattle
raising (Kroeker, 1978¿27). In the Kwilu region, therefore,
projects might range from cattle, to extensive crop farming,

to intensive market gardening, depending on the availability
and the suitability of the soil.

A further determinant

ity of capital. Since

later to this factor,
point.

of program design is the availabil-
a separate section will be devoted

nothing more need be said at this
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Àlong with expressed need and avaitability of resources,

a rural development program design must consider marketing

potential. This should include competition, infrastructure,
and storage facilities.

Competition may occur among the small scale

themselves. If all produce the same products the

soon be saturated. I f sufficient demand exists
advisable to concentrat.e production on a limited
crops. This wiIl facilitate both learning and

The project must however foresee the possibility
tion and prepare for the same.

producers

market may

it may be

number of

marketing.

of satura-

Competition may also be the result of importers or local
large scale commercial farmers who, alt,hough their liveIi-
hood is not threatened, may not appreciate even a suggestion

of competition, and pressure government agencies to regulate

the market in view of destroying the small producer (.lohn-

ston and Kilby, 1975:159). None of the schemes studied ap-

pear to have suffered from lack of demand or from competi-

tion. This is probably due to the fact that in all the

major projectsr âs well as Nyakashaka, careful attention vras

given to the output of products for which a market existed.

while production possibilities and demand may exist, the

Èwo frequently remain separated due to a non-existent mar-

keting infrastructure. Roads in many developing countries

are grossly insufficient, and those that do exist tend to be
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of ext,remely poor quality, since generally littIe attention
is given by state authorities to the importance of feeder

roads which form the basis for the interconnection of local
centres (r'unne1, 1976:99). The three smaller-scale projects

under study - Malawi , Nyakashaka, and Ruvuma all involved

the participants in road and bridge construction and mainte-

nance. This may frequently be the only means of attracting
commercial buyers. It is for this reason that the grouping

of people and centres for efficient marketing is so impor-

tant. In some countries it may be possible, ês it is in

Zaire, to receive government funds to help cover such costs.

In any case, should roads not be of sufficient quality, the

participants must be capable of, and willing to, assume such

responsibilities.

Another aspect of the marketing infrastructure is the

availability of vehicles and the means of maintaining them

in operating condition. In a new project it is preferable,
in view of the many new things to be learned, and probably

also limited administrative capacity, to depend on marketing

via existing channels. Nyakashaka, although plans included

the f uture development of t,he scheme's ovln marketing and

processing facilities, initially arranged for the sale of

their tea to an existing factory. The Ruvuma scheme, on the

other hand, quickly developed its ovrn transport and process-

ing facilities. In the large projects this was accomplished

through state or privale facilities. Tf the project in-
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facilities in-

and management

FinaIly, in considering market potential, one must be

concerned about adequate storage facilities. Some studies

and trials have been run at improving such facilities.

Batchelor ( 1 98 1 297 ) reports trials in Ghana with cement-

coated, mud-wa]]ed silos. AIso steel silos have been tried

with Some Success in Rwanda, and concrete silos in Zaire.

Large plastic bags have also been Suggested. They are' how-

ever, prone to puncture. AtI operate on the basis if limit-

ing available oxygen in order to kill any bugs and limit

fermentation. Àny experience thus gained must be applied in

rural development projects since a high percentage of loss

occurs during storage.

Mention has already been made in the context of human re-

sources of the need for a project to develop along with the

capacity of the participant,s. More will be said later about

the need for continuing education. As this education takes

place, capabilities wiIl also develop. The project must

therefore be designed so as to make use of these capabili-

ties. Development implies that stagnation not be allowed to

take pIace, but that people continually work towards im-

provement (de Briey, 1968:8). If rural development is seen

as a sequence, it stands to reason that programs themselves
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should also be sequential. An attack on many fronts at one

time may very well involve a wasteful and inequitable use of

resources (Chambers, 1974:25). Since participatory projects

"are processes rather than pre-determined blueprints"
(Bryant and white, 1980241), it will be quite likely that
changes in project design wilI occur as capabilities and

circumstances develop.

A further consideration brought to Iight by the schemes

under study is the matter of accessibility to outsiders.

Though the Ma1awi, Ruvuma, and Nyakashaka projects all in-
volved some form of restrictive entry, they aII were also

open to benefit those not initially involved. At Nyakasha-

ka, where participation was limited by age and education,

this took the form of providing services to "outgrowers".
At Ruvuma and Malawi no such restrictions existed and all
who were willing to actively participate vrere allowed to do

so. The demonstration effect in all of these cases was

good. Since jealousies rapidly develop, at times sufficient
to severely disrupt a project, a means must be found to in-
clude aII who would wish to participate. Àccording to the

Chantram study (Ségers, 1982:396) g+ percent of the vilIag-
ers will want to join once it has been demonstrated t,hat the

project is worthwhile. A further 34 percent will join (ac-

tively) it encouraged to do so.
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Though no mention is made of the Nyakashaka scheme's re-

lationship to government policy, all the others v¡ere a re-

sponse to stated policy. Frequently however, one aspect of

policy, for example product pricing, ilâY effectively work

against the realization of officially stated objectives. It

is therefore expedient to develop a program, not only in ac-

cord with official policy, but also in consideration of re-

aIity. When official policy is pro-development, and this is

Iike1y to be the case, this can be used as a means of en-

couraging local officials to provide moral support and some-

times the protection from activities detrimental to the de-

velopment process on the part of other agents of the state.

It is not unusual for the rural population to be unduly har-

assed by low-IeveI military and party officers. The mainte-

nance of good relationships with agents of the state, espe-

cially those in influential positions,

i nvaluable .

is therefore

Scrimshaw and Taylor (1980227) stress the need for proper

national policies in order to achieve food self-sufficiency.

While their importance should not be under-estimated, there

is much that can be accomplished IocalIy in as much as offi-

cial policy is not anti rural development' Heisey and Lind

(1984:9) contend that an inability to influence the macro-

picture should not deter one from accomplishing what can be

done at the local level.
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In as far as information concerning rural development is-
sues is not available from other sources, the program will

need to include research in appropriate fields (RempeI,

1983:B). This should include socioeconomic issues as well

as those concerning appropriate product output' processing,

and marketing. Much work is currently being carried out on

high-yield plants and seeds as well as optimal cultivation

practices. Such information must be accumulated and trials

run to discover their Local applicabi1ity. Since partici-

pants wiIl require an assured income, such trials should not

endanger their security but be carried out in tandem with

known production methods.

The choice of activities wiIl also be determined by the

needs of the program in terms of forward and backward link-

ages. Initially it may be advisable to limit these linked

activities, depending on others to supply inpuÈs and the de-

mand for outputs. Às the program develops it will likely be

increasingly beneficial for participants to themselves pro-

vide such services. This is especially true in more remote

areas as demonstrated at Ruvuma. As the number of centres

increases, these possibilities, âs well as the need, wiIl

also increase. This would be advantageous, not only in fa-

cilitating production and marketing, but also in providing a

means of livelihood for a greatly increased percentage of

the population in high underemployment areas. It is impor-

tant, however, that such additional activities not be
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The Kenya scheme's

cooperat ives vrere

capability.

resourceS.

reduced when

beyond their

5.5 CAPITALT ZATION

A fifth consideration for rural development programs is
the level of capitalization. This varied greatly in the

projects under review. Generally when states prepare devel-

opment strategies great emphasis is placed on large commer-

cial enterprises, be it farms or factories, heavily depen-

dent on the investment of capital. This point of view is
expressed by Babassana ( 1 980 2369 ) when he states that na-

tional development wiIl only be achieved through huge in-
vestments in "mechanization, electrification, and chemicali-

zation". Such was the emphasis in the four large settlement

schemes. Only in Gezira did this dependence on machines not

create difficulties. The greatest problem is the inability
to keep machinery operative due to a lack of replacement

parts and repair facilities.

The results of such a dependence on technology transfers

have been a destruction of jobs due to capital-intensivity,
greater technological, and hence, economic and political de-

pendence, high costs with their ensuing debt problems, and

environmental pollution. What is required is an emphasis on

"appropriate" technology (Ndongko and Anyang, '1981 :36) . The
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however dependent on the pattern of

pattern has been decided oD, the

made a priori (Ndongko and Anyang,

is therefore not on choice of tech-

or strategy of development.

Currently in large parts of Àfrica women remain the pri-
mary beast of burden, being saddled to a large degree with

the responsibility of carrying water, and food products from

the field, frequently at distances of from five to ten kilo-
metres. Most of the field work is done by hoe and machette.

There exists therefore a v¡ide range of possibilities for the

introduction of interrnediate technology for transport as

well as for field cultivation.
needs seriously to be considered.

The use of draft animals

The emphasis here is on small-scale programs having the

greatest possible beneficial effect on the rural population.

The technology chosen must, t,herefore be easily understood,

readily available, and efficient in terms of an increased

productivity of l-abour. Investment capital should ideally
be sufficient to provide such technology while at the same

time sufficiently Iimited to discourage its inefficient use.

The search for capital frequently focuses on foreign,

while overlooking substant,ial dornestic, sources. It is this
emphasis that leads to the debt problems mentioned above.

Substantial domestic resources do exist. On the local
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scare, participants in any project should be required to
contribute substantiarly in either money or kindr âs was the

case in Nyakashaka and Ruvuma as werr as to a resser extent
in Kenya and Ghana. Frequently substantiar savings of capi-
tar can be achieved through and emphasis on participation in
the form of labour. Resources are however not rimited to
labour. The experience of the savings cooperatives in zaïre
indicates that resources rie dormant due to inadequate pro-
vision of savings institutions. Despite restricted faciri-
ties, savings in areas of Equateur province not served by

commercial facilities such as banks went from nothing in
1969 to the equivarent of 511.8 thousand in 1973 and in ex-
cess of $253 thousand in 1 981 . The growth of savings in
other areas was even more rapid. rn Kinshasa where other
facilities exist, the increase was from about ç42.5 thousand

in 1973 to over $3.6 mirlion in 1 981 . (nikassa, 1 991 :560 ) .

This source of capital shourd be tapped before¡ oF at least
whiIe, foreign sources are sought.

As projects develop and rurar income increases it can be

expected that demand for savings facilities wirr arso in-
crease. rt should be noted that savers, fearing ross, are

reluctant to see a rarge percentage of Èheir f.unds loaned

out. Guarantees through l-etters of credit or other means

may be reguired, untiL a good track record can be estab-
rished, to provide the required security to potentiar sav-

ers.
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5.6 ADMINISTRATTON

Chambers, in his study (1974:16), found three common

characteristics in "successful" development projects. The

organization: 1) vras largely independent of field adminis-

tration, 2) was dependent on managerial skiIls of individual
leaders, and 3) had strong expatriate input in management

and often in capital. Attention has already been drawn to
the fact that participants must be involved in the planning

and in the continuing administration of projects. It is
therefore required t,hat the administrative structure be

readily understood and, as far as is possible, in keeping

with traditional structures. This wiIl generally involve

extensive sharing of labour with individual ownership of the

product to be shared as the need arises.

Administrative personnel must be chosen on the basis of

ability and commitment to the project. Where the project
involves only a single clan the most important attribute is
managerial ability. If the clan understands the project and

is committed to it, the tendency to misuse funds will be

I imi ted.

If however only some family members are to benefit, or if
several clans are involved, the manager will require a great

deal more commitment to the project, as opposed to the fami-

1y, or substantial outside management support. Over a peri-
od of time, with the appropriate training and support, such
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Since, âs Hinton

( 1 970:1 78) puts it, good administrators do not gron on

trees, the best persons available must be chosen and then

aided, encouraged, and cult,ivated until they become capable

of handling the job. During the training period it is advi-
sable to begin with several trainees so that the most suit-
able person may be chosen, and to spur the trainees on to
greater application to the learning process. Responsibili-
ties can then be increased as skiIIs increase. Since titles
traditionally carry with them a considerable degree of priv-
ilege it is advisable that these not be given until both ca-

pacity and commitment are sufficiently developed. This may

mean that a person fulfills a function while not officially
bearing the title for an extended time period.

The administrative structure should be such that consid-

erable interaction takes place between administrators and

all participants as was the case in Nyakashaka and Ruvuma.

This will reduce misunderstandings and increase t,he sense of

participation on their part. It also provides an excellent
means of feed-back for administrative decision making.

Geographic distance between management and settlers cre-
ated communication problems in aIl projects but Nyakashaka,

Ruvuma and Malawi. The great difference in housing facili-
ties created resentment at Gezira and especially at Bwakiri-

Chini. Tradition allows for some distinction in housing be-



tween the chief and his subjects.

however be kept to a minimum between

instructorsf and settlers.
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Such distinction should

a project director, or

5.7 CONTINUING EDUCÀTION ÀND FOLLOW_UP

Since development is a continuing process it must be

treated as such. Initial innovation should be limited so as

to facilitate its acceptabiliLy. Appropriate education must

however take place from the outset so as to lead partici-
pants on to a greater ability to improve their circumstances

and determine their future. Such instruction must take

place where the people are, by persons who know the sur-

roundings as well as the people and their specific problems.

It must also be carried out in dialogue with the population

and by practical demonstrat.ion (Ségers, 1982:396).

Demonst,ration should take place on the individual's prop-

erty with his own participation, since much more is Learned

when an individual is helped to do something as opposed to

simply seeing how its done on some other demonstration plot.
The common search for solutions under village (rea1) condi-

tions will also result in much greater demonstratíon effects
(Batchelor, 1 981 :71 ,72) .

Where education does not take place on the property of

the participant, Batchelor ( 1 981 ;48,51 ) advises that r on the

basis of experience, the closer to home the training takes
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place, the greater the Iikelihood of putting it into prac-

tice. On the other hand, it is important that when a single

individual (or a few individuals) receive training, such

training take place av¡ay from non-participants in order to
allow him to "think differently" away from his society where

certain ideas are firmly entrenched.

Such training can be accomplished by a number of means.

The most durable, and probably the most efficient where con-

siderable innovation is to take pIace, is that already men-

tioned in-service training. Here the instructors live
with the students, and instruction is given in both formal

and informal settings. The greater emphasis is however

placed on practical application of principles.

gÍhere Less innovation is involvedr or following the in-
service training period, instruction can assume the form of

internships. Here students are given practical short cour-

ses to better entrench already acquired principles or to in-
troduce new variations.

The third method is education through seminars. These

may include some practical training but focus principally on

the theoretical transmission of new ideas or the re-affirma-

tion of previously acquired lessons. ÀII of these should

allow for a considerable degree of student-teacherr âs well

as student-student, interaction for the sharing of experi-

ences and for mutual encouragement. Where feasible, consid-



erable learning can also be achieved through

among producers at district and regional fairs.
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competition

In all instances training can take place in all kinds of

areas including commerce and manufacturing. In order to as-

sure that they are avrare of what goes oñ, and to receive

their support, government and village leaders could be in-
vited to attend the closing ceremonies to observe what has

been learned (Batchelor, 1981:59). Where education takes

place over an extended period of t
stay for a year or so and then move

making vray f or others to give other

ime, instructors could

on to another location,

instruction.

Helleiner (1968:66) points ouÈ the importance of the fol-
Iow-up of trainees. Frequently, ôs was the case in Nigeria,

Ghana, and Kenya, insufficient emphasis is placed on this
aspect. Extension staff frequently is too smalI, and spread

too widely, trying to accomplish too much. Às a result in-
adequate support is available following t,he initial training
period. It should be clear to extension agents that much

more time is to be given to extension work than to adminis-

tratíon.
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5.8 OFF]CIÀL GOVERNMENT AND /OR POLITICAL INVOLVEMENî

Às illustrated by the Ruvuma experience, the actions of

dissatisfied agents of the state can have a severely disrup-
tive effect on a low profile development program. On the

other hand, in many of the developing countries large num-

bers of agents are unable, due to lack of support, to accom-

plish their designated task. It is therefore both prudent

and economically sound to maintain good relations with them.

In Zaire, tor example, dgticul-turaI agents are required

to designate fields to be cultivated by villagers. Since

they have no good means of travel they tend to allocate
these fields alongside roads which usually foIlow ridges

where the soil is Lhe least fertile. Were they to receive

the support of a development agency, many would gladly coop-

erate in designating such fields where the villagers them-

selves would prefer to make them. Evidently, in view of the

extremely poor relations that now exist between these agents

and the villagers, some fence mending would first need to be

done. This may not be an easy task, but if successful it
would give the agency a practically free hand and assure the

program freedom from harassment" For a good agent this
could serve as an excellent learning opportunity. It could

also serve as a beginning in true communication between t,he

government and the rural population (Mandle, 1981221).

j

:.:ì

L
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Other aspects regarding these relationships have already

been discussed. Though they need not be repeated, their im-

portance should not be underestimated.

5.9 EVALUÀTION

The final consideration for a successfuL development pro-

gram is that of program evaluation. It should first be

stated that evaluation should take place both on a continual

and on a periodic basis. The continual aspect wiII largely

be taken care of in the regular interaction that takes place

if target indicators are generally known. To be of real

value these indicators must be carefully chosen and clearly

stated.

Periodic evaluations should be both internal and exter-

nal. From time to time project directors and participants

will need to set aside an occasion specifically designated

for evaluation. Àt this time it is helpful to follow a pre-

determined set of evaluative questions. Bryant and White

(1980245-47) provide us with a good question sample.

In view of the difficulty for those who are intimat,ely

involved to take a truly objective view, it is also benefi-

cial for an occasional, perhaps annual, evaluation by non-

part ic ipants.
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On the basis of such an evaluation changesr âS required,

can be made either in the objectives, as a result of experi-

ence, oE in the program. Such an exercise should have a

beneficial effect whether or not the program is "on track"'

If it is not, it, is an opportunity to change course and move

ahead with renewed vigour. To the extent the program is on

course it Serves as a source of satisfaction and encourag-

ment to move ahead.

These then are

into consideration

program. TheY wi

1ow.

some of the factors t'hat need to be taken

in the planning of any rural development

II form the basis for the proposal to fol-

i:,'
!--
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AN AREA-SPECIFIC PROJECT PROPOSAL

In presenting these proposals it is recognised that to be

successful any program must be Seen by the beneficiaries aS

their own. On the basis of the author's knowledge of the

particular region, what follows represents a feasible ap-

proach towards mobilizing existing local resources to real-

ise the vast potential of the area. It is intended merely

to illustrate how a particular set of objectives might be

achieved, and focuses on the process of achieving objectives

once they are defined. The participants themselves wiIl de-

fine such objectives. The proposals may therefore need to

be modified in order to attain an alLernative set of objec-

tives to those presented in section 6.3.

The program set forth is based on the case studies and

conclusions drawn in the preceding chapters, and relates

particularly to the table of indicators at the end of the

fourth chapter. Àppendix C, Figure 3, gives us an indica-

tion of the increase in agricultural producLion possible by

increasing marketing possibilities aIone. Whereas from 1978

Lo 1981 national agricultural output increased by merely 5

percent (Département de I'Agriculture , 1982b269,76,84,92) ,

output in the Kwilu Sub-Region increased by 100 percent"
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This change in output resulted from increased agricultural
activity on the part of producers in the proximity of trunk

routes feeding the new highway. Meanwhile large areas re-

main untouched. Currently most agricultural production is

achieved on scattered fieldsr rnãking it difficult for pur-

chasers to gather such products, or for producers to trans-
port them to a central purchasing post. Community reorgani-

zation is suggested in order to facilitate marketing as welI

as the introduction of nevl technologies. Were producers to

plant improved varieties in scattered fields, f.or example,

cross pollination with degenerated varieties in the vacinity
would result in rapid degeneration and the need for early

re-introduction of pure seed. The grouping of people in-
voLved in the application of new production methods would

facilitate the learning process and mutual encouragement.

Cooperation is suggested because the demands of ruraL devel-

opment are beyond the capacity of any one family.

As has been admitted, cooperatives have not achieved a

great degree of success in the area. They will not just

happen, but will require a great deal of education and as-

sistance as they develop from more simple to more complex

forms. They should, however, since they will at all limes

be operating at the level of current management capacity, be

able to carry on at that level, without outside interven-

tion. The person from the outside suggesLed, is seen prima-

rily as a catylist and an educator. Às he assists potential

È
i
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participants in plan formulation he wiIl require them to de-

termine their objectives, and aid them in determining the

means by which they are to be attained. He will also assist

in the mobilization of external technologies such as seeds,

soil testing, etc.

6.1 ÀREÀ DESCR] PTTON

The area this project proposal is directly concerned with

is the Kwilu Sub-Regionl7 of the Bandundu Region of ZaÏre.

It is located between the seventeenth and twentieth degrees

longitude east of the principal meridian and between the

third and seventh degrees south of the equator. It covers

and area of some 77 thousand sguare kilometres and is one of

the most densely populated areas of the country, with a to-
tal population of over two million and an average density of

25 inhabitants per square kilometre. It forms part of the

plateau circling the Central Àfrican (Congo River) sasin.

The plateau is dissected by wide valleys which descend

from an altitude of 1000 metres above sea level in the

southeast to 350 metres in the northwest. As the altitude
increases toward the south, the equatorial forest gives way

to plateaus of wooded savannah and steppes of Kalahari sand.

Though the soil at these higher altitudes is generally of

17 In 1972 former provinces and districts were redesignated
as regions and sub-regions. The principal population
centre, Kikwit, is also designated a sub-region. See Ap-
pendix A, Figure 2.
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poor quality, native grasses grow abundantly. Slopes fre-
quently are composed of a red clay and sand mixture. Wooded

areas, composing about one-third of the sub-region, are gen-

erally richer in clay. Forested areas have been severely

reduced by human activity. Fertility increases with clay

content and the resultanL reduced leaching during the peri-

ods of heavy rain.

The Kwilu has a tropical climate with rainfall averaging
'1650 mm per annum, a major dry season of about three months

(June-August), and a minor dry season of about one month

(January). The average daily temperature is 25 degrees Cel-

cius at Kikwit with an annual variation of 1.3 degrees and

an average daily variation of 12 degrees. During the rainy

season little variation exists between temperatures in the

valleys and on the plateaus. Relative humidity is generally

between 70 and 80 percent.

Àpart from the main Kinshasa-Shaba route which passes

through xikwit, and two roads coming south from the capital
of Bandundu and which join with this route, the region is
almost devoid of a major road transport network, River

transport, though only exploited to a limited extent, has

great potential.ls The Kasai River forms the northern border

(running more or less east and west) of the region, with the

Wamba , fnzía, Kwenge, Kwilu and Loange some of its main

18 See Àppendix A, Figure 3, for an
network.

indication of the river
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tributaries generally flowing south to north. Each of these

has numerous smaller tributaries which, however, are fre-

quently not navigable. Air transport is facilitated by a

Iocal airport at nikwit and numerous small airstrips main-

tained by missions and some private enterprises.

The level of industrial development of the Bandundu Re-

gion is the lowest in the country with the possible excep-

tion of Equateur. Palm oil factories which constitute the

base for the area'S agro-industry, and at one time numerous'

are steadily decreasing in number as a result of inappropri-

ate government policies, thus reducing both direct and indi-

rect employment opportunities. No manufacturing enterprise

exists in the KwiIu Sub-Region.

The Kwilu is the most productive agriculturaL Sub-Region

of Bandundu, with major crops including manioc, maize, Pea-

nuts and rice. Cattle production is Iow with several large

commercial enterprises owning most of the cattle. Produc-

tion of goats, sheep and poultry is among the lowest in the

country (Fresco, 198121-4; Kroeker, 1978¿24-27; Reintsma,

1 983 ¿42-47) .
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6.2 ASSUMPTIONS

The project proposal is based

tions:

5.

i.

2.

a

Â"

on the following assump-

Human development is not limited to its economic

aspect, but involves the improvement of physical, so-

cial and spiritual wellbeing.

Given that culture has both a spiritual and a materi-

aI base, âñy technological change is bound to affect
culture. A comprehensive program must therefore be

multidisciplinary and not concern itself purely with

the technol"ogical dimension of development.

Though agricultural production is primarily the re-

sponsibifity of women, men, âs rational beings, will
become involved if sufficient incentives exist.
Land is sufficiently available so as not to consti-
tute a constraint on increased agricultural produc-

tion.
Though considerable sociological change has occured,

decisions at the clan Ievel, the level affecting in-
dividual villagers to the greatest degree, are sti1l
taken by the chief and elders.

ViIlages are generally self-sufficient in food but

demand exists for some "exotic" foods as weII as oth-

er items including clothing and household needs, Eê-

sulting in an endogenous demand for money in exchange

for marketable products.

6.



6.3 OBJECTIVES

The short term objectives of this program

to:

The project's long term objectives,

for the short term, wiII be:

1.

¿.

proposal will be

Provide a resource base of appropriate technology.

Provide education, information, and other agricultur-

aI inputs in order to create the degree of freedom

necessary for rural dwellers to overcome existing

constraints to technological change.

Àssist agricultural producers in the organization of

open cooperative production units in order to facili-

tate the receiving of such services, and for mutual

support, with a view to assuring the continuation and

extension of the development process.

Àrrange for the marketing of products so as to assure

effective demand for increased output resulting from

the application of new technologies and increased

participation.
Provide increased employment opport,unities in agri-

cultural production, espec ially for underemployed

maIes.
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in addition to those

a
J¡

4.

5.

The increase of foreign currency reserves through re-

duced demand for imported food products, and the ex-

port of surplus production.
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2, The provision of increased employment opportunities

through increased commercial activity and the devel-

opment of appropriate production and food processing

industries, resulting in forward and backward linkag-

es that will allow for continuing growth.

6.4 PROJECT INITIÀT]ON

Initial contacts regarding the possibility of developing

a local project should be made on the basis of both need and

relative potent,ial for success. Need should be considered

f or two reasons: -1 ) In view of our concern f or human wel-

fare, in as far as possibilities exist,, those in greatest

need should be given prior consideration. 2) A successful

project in a more needy area wiII be more visible to neigh-

bors and therefore tend to have a greater demonstration ef-

fect. Potential for success is important because of the ex-

perimental nature of the program. One must be careful to

restrict contacts to real program possibility areas so as

not to create unjustified expectations.

Once a potential area has been determined, preferably as

a result of a request for help as occurred in Ruvuma, the

program personnel will arrange a meeting with the village

elders and potential participants. At this and subsequent

meetings the needs and aspirations of the villagers will be

determined and possible solutions examined. This wiIl natu-



rally lead to the setting of

activities, or the means, bY

attained. Such objectives

simply stated.

In view of conditions and

ceived, Èhe Program maY well
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objectives and the choice of

which such objectives are to be

must be clearIY understood and

aspirations as theY are Per-

be as described below'

Intheprocess'whileitmaybenecessarytohelpfocus

theparticipants'attentioninagivendirection'itisof
utmostimportancethattheexchangebecarriedoutinsucha
vrayastomakeanysolutiontobethatofthevillagers
themselves. If the approach is proper' it is quite possible

t'hattheoutsiderwill'oncethedecisionshavebeentaken,
beaskedhisopinionaboutthewholematter'sincehehas
really "contributed nothing to t'he discussion" '

6.5 THE SETTLEMENT PLAN

Inlightoftheexistingagriculturalpotentialofthe

area and the rever of experience of the popuration, the most

likely means of improving rural conditions is through food

production.Inordertobenefitfromeconomiesofscale

this is best achieved through some form of cooperative ef-

fort. Past experience with cooperatives organized on prin-

ciplesestablishedinthewest,âsindicatedearlier,has
not been promising. Kroeker (1978) correctly maintains that

this is due to the f act. that cult'ural f actors have not suf -
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ficiently been taken into consideration. In order to reduce

conflict between loyalty to the clan and loyalty to the

project, the cooperative should be organized at the clan

IeveI. Organizational sophistication should be limited to

the managerial capacity of the clan members'

In order to aIlow for the availability of sufficient land

surface, and to create an atmosphere conducive to change,

the settlement wiII need to be somewhat removed from the

village setting. The surface area should be sufficient for

current production purposes aS well as extended fallow peri-

ods twenty hectares or more per family unit. If produc-

tion is to include livestock, such area must be increased

accordingly.

The choice of food crops wiII necesserily be determined

by locaI conditions and preferences. cropping wiIl, ât

Ieast inítia1ly, need to be carried out on a rotation basis

with extended fallow periods to allow for soil regeneration.

The Success of the "corridor" System introduced by the Bel-

gians, âs shown in Appendix E, in increasing output on the

same land surface, leads one to believe that this will be

the most efficient arrangement, at least until continuous

cropping systems can be developed.

Given the general desire of Zaïrians to ovtn cattle, these

will form part of the program as catt'Ie and funds are avail-

able. The immediate farmyard should include an area for
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as weII as for themore intensive cultivation

raising of sma}l livestock

in Iine with existing faci

on minor improvements. Di

as they are in the normal

. Housing wi11, in PrinciPle, be

Iities, possibly with some stress

stances between homes will be much

village setting.

Èt

Since communal ovrnership of the proceeds of labour is un-

known in the area, it will be necessary to organise the set-

tlement so as to keep this matter clear. This wiII demand a

system of privat,e and individual production which not in any

h'ay prevents extensive mutual assistance in the production

process.

Substantial production wiIl take place in a restricted

area. Output wiIl therefore be sufficient and concentrated

enough to attract the attention of local merchants. These

wiII then be able to acquire products by the tonne (or by

the truckload) rather than by the sack as is currently fre-

quent.Iy the case. Being merchants they will likely also re-

alize the opportunity for providing basic consumer goods'

It is possible that not all necessary production inputs wiIl

be provided in this manner, especially items such as im-

proved plants and seeds as well as suitable implements and

chemical products. A regular supply of such goods wilI need

to be assured by the development' agency.
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6.6 PÀRTICIPÀTION

Most decisions concerning the activities of individual
clan members are still t,aken by the elders. Choice of par-

ticipants can therefore not be accomplished without their
participation. If, as is assumed, they are supportive of

the project else it should not be undertaken they will
be interested in choosing those most likely to make the

project a success. These will probably also be the most in-
novative (demonstrated by past performance) and those with

the f ewest ties to t,he village. The ma jority, it is as-

sumed, of these will be the younger people, between the ages

of eighteen and thirty-five, though others will also be in-
volved. It should be clear t,hat the potential for success

wilI decrease if coercion is involved.

A means of measuring commitment will need to be deter-

mined. The first determinant wilI Iike1y be the individu-
al's willingness to construct a suitable dwelling place at

the new sight. Since houses are constructed almosL totally
of local materials, this wiII not create a financial burden.

FoIlowing construction, commitment will be measured in terms

of participation at formal and informal sessions and appli-
cation to field work" The trial period wiII need to be

clearly defined, with a possible initial cut-off period of

some six months, and a final decision to be taken after a

year of two.
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Observations indicate that discussions at the village

level, ât least when foreigners are involved, usually in-

clude women. No special effort will then be required to in-

clude them in the decision-making process. The desirability

of their active participation in Lhe program will likely

need to be made clear, since most development programs in-

volving outsiders have to date focused on males.

6.7 CÀPTTÀL INTENSIVITY

The relationship Batchelor (1981) notes between capital

intensivity and project success has already been mentioned.

An effort wiII be made to resort to outside funds only when

needed activities cannot be accomplished through loca1 Ia-

bour or through locaIIy generated funds. The demand for the

latter will need also to be kept to a minimum.

Local construction techniques and materials will be em-

ployed for aII dwellings and other required shelters. This

wil1, in principle, apPly as well to the dwellings of teach-

ers and extension personnel. Since it is not unusual for

the village chief to live in somewhat better housing, no

difficulties should result from minimal additional require-

ments for non-local personnel, be they expatriates or na-

tionals, such as concrete floors and greater attention to

proper angles in the construction of wal1s, doors and win-

dows. Mud walls could also be somewhat thicker so as to in-
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crease the exterior to interior ternperature differential.
Differences in furniture could, âs deemed desirable, include

inexpensive chests of drawers, a wood-burning cookstove, and

a (kerosene) refrigerator.

The rule of low capital intensivity will also apply to

agricultural equipment. Initially innovation in this area

will be Iimited. Eventually, as draft oxen or other beasts

of burden are available and the necessary training has taken

place, such animals, with appropriate equipment, may be

brought into use.

Emphasis to achieve increased productivity will be placed

on improved cropping and tilling techniques and the use of

improved seeds and plants. The use of chemicals, fertiliz-
ers and other, wiII depend on availability, acceptability
and cost, effectiveness. Most likely these wilI be limited,
at the outset, to experimental plots.

The use of existing market facilities will eliminate any

need for initial investment of capital in vehicles, etc.
Emphasis will rather be placed on maintaining roads and

bridges to encourage merchants to include the project in

their activities.

As practical and theoretical education advances, and as

conditions dernand or permit, greater emphasis will be placed

on more capital-intensive techniques"
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Adaptation to improved methods will require a great

phasis on education. This will be carried out at both

practical and theoretical leve1s. The means and the
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em-

the

mix

will be dependent, at least in part, on the educational lev-

eI of the participants. Theory will be taught with the in-

tention of promoting a better understanding of methods being

applied. This period of more formal education will last

about three years, allowing sufficient time for instruction

in the various fields and to determine its effectiveness.

Rather than stressing an integrated program, one thaL seeks

to accomplish a number of things at once, emphasis will be

placed on progressive, or phased, education, moving from one

area of emphasis to another. This in order Lo avoid confu-

sion. Educators with various specializations wiIl then suc-

ceed one another with a maximum of, for instance, two pres-

ent at any one time. I{hen one course of study has been

completed, the teacher wiII move on to another settlement.

Considerable emphasis wiII be placed' especially during the

Iatter half of this period, on experimentation and the in-

troduction of improved inputs and techniques. Problem dis-

cussion and the joint discovery of solutions will constitute

an important learning t,ool. The workload could be arranged

as follows: Practical courses and manual work in the morn-

ing and early afternoon, formal classes in the afternoon,

and times of informal discussion in the evening.
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Most likely the learning process wiIl result in conflict
between tradition and new technology. Since tradition is
generally based on rational assumptions, the basis for such

assumptions must, if possible, be discovered and a more ac-

curate response developed. For example, it is not uncommon

for African rural people to keep their yards swept clean in
order to ward off. "disease causing evil spirits" that lurk
in the grass and decaying debris. What is needed in such an

instance is not a denial of the existance of evil spirits,
but a more adequate defense against such spirits known to

the medical profession as "germs". In the same way libera-
tion of the participants from the fear of ancestral spirits,
considered to be a factor tending to decrease innovative

tendencies, may be achieved through the presentation of the

christian gospel. To be effective it must be presented as a

more adequate response than the observance of ritual and ta-
boos. Such instruction might best be given in informal dis-
cussion, probably in the evening campfire setting.tt

Since the educational process wiIl take place in the set-

tl-ement setting, no difficulty wilI be experienced in the

transfer of technology from the place of learning to that of

application. À11 learning tooIs, including fields, live-
stock and buildings, wiII remain at the disposition of the

settlers. Instructors' housing will be passed on from one

t9 For a more det,ailed discussion of
Iigious instruction and its means

the importance of re-
see Batchelor (1981),
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instructor to another with each educational phase.

Eventually at least one of these homes can be used as a

guest house and for visiting instructors during seminars,

practical short courses, and follow-up visits which wiIl
continue as integral parts of the total program. Class

rooms, if such exist, can be converted into meeting halls or

storage facilities as deemed desirable.

6.9 RESEARCH

Innovative instructors will themselves normally be in-
volved in agricultural production and research. Results

from such small-sca1e research can then be passed on to the

settlers. Research could also include trials on the produc-

tion and use of bio-gas and other sources of energy, food

storage and processing, as welI as improved tilling practic-

es.

Especially when research involves the production of items

for sale to settlers, instructors will need to consciously

maintain a non-mercenary stance. In view of the nature of

their historic contact with people of other ethnic groups,

and especially people from other countries, rural dwellers

tend to expect foreigners to seek contact vrith them only

where such contact will enrich them. As a result, êDy ef-
fort at persuading them to adopt products and practices in

exchange for money are Iikely to be regarded as just another
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ploy to relieve them of their money. A better approach,

therefore, would be to dispense such information in response

to their requests. If they are convinced the product or

practice is worthwhile they are likely to adopt it even when

the problems concerning the same are clearly stated.

It is important that project personnel be alloted the

free time necessary, not only to run such experiments, but

also for casual contact with individuals and small groups of

settlers.

The required inputs and support for such efforts may not

be readily available from existing agencies. In such cir-

cumstances it might be advisable for the overall program to

include a centre at which a greater degree of research can

be carried out. The centre could also serve for the repro-

duction of seeds, plants, livestock, and beasts of burden

for distribution purposes. Were this to be the case, such a

centre, since it would be designed to serve people of numer-

ous clans and ethnic backgrounds, would need to be under the

management or close supervision of someone not as subject to

cultural pressures.
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6. .1 O PROGRAM EXPÀNSION

Once the initial training period has ended, and the set-
tlement is weII established, the program can be further de-

veloped. The cooperative system may by then be better un-

derstood and more activities carried out on a cooperative

basis. One possibility for early expansion might be into
cooperative product marketing and input acquisition. ÀS

needs arise, and as resources develop, greater emphasis may

be placed on joint savings and borrowing. A common fund

might constitute the basis for borrowings from other l-ocal

savings associations or from out.side development funds. It
should be noted that initially any use of IocalIy generated

funds will need to occur only on the basis of some sort of

guarantee to assure both the availability of such funds and

that small savers will not lose their savings on their ini-
tial attempt at savings and loans. This could be accom-

plished through a letter of credit arranged abroad t ot the

provision of a special loan fund for such and other purpos-

es. The latter could be supplied either by the national
government or by the development agency.

Such funds could provide the means for expansion into the

acquisition of animals for tillage or transport (oxen, mules

or donkeys), and the necessary equipmenL. Other possibifi-
ties are cattle, in view of the tremendous potential of the

area, or transport vehicles. The realization of such pro-

L
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grams, even vrhen funds are available, would be heavily de-

pendent on the development of management capacity.

The ability to manage would also determine the extent to
which the program would extend to the acquisition and dis-

tribution of manufactured goods as well as the establishment,

of Iinkages, both forward and backward. Such linkages might

include the preparation and processing of agricultural prod-

ucts for local consumption or marketing, the fabrication of

appropriate tools and implements, or the manufacture of some

consummer products, such as soap. As with the initiation of

the project, any expansion would only be entered into at the

initiative of the participants. Àt no time should outsiders

initiate or assume responsibility for Iong term services

they might not wantr oF be able to, continue indefinitely.
This is not to say that there exists no place for a long

term commitment, to a given service.

Às activities expand, interaction between the various

settlements should increase. At this point the hierarchical
nature of the settlements may develop, âs well as a degree

of specialization. Products may be processed to a certain

extent at each, or any one, settlement, or on a regional ba-

sis to be shipped to another centre a step up the hierarcha-

ca1 ladder for further processing.
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6.1 1 ADMINTSTRATION

Increased integration wiIl require greater administrative

capacity. Originally the settlement wiIl be organized with-

in the clan. At that St,age, and especially at lower levels

of cooperative activity, limited management skills will be

required. Àt the Same timef pressures from family and clan

will be minimal or non-existant. Àt this stage program per-

sonnel wiII assume responsibility for organizing educational

and experimental activities, and, along with natural leaders

within the group, the organization of field activities.

From the outset, peFsons with leadership qualities, âs

recognized by the settlers, wiIl be noted and given special

attention so as to more rapidly develop their administrative

capacities. These capacities wilI be called upon as the

program develops.

WhiIe special designations enhance a leader's credibility

and prestige, they also frequently carry with them tradi-

tional privileges. TitIes will therefore not be bestowed

until the individual has proven commitment to project goa1s,

as well as demonstrated administrative ability. Up to that

point, while day to day operations may well be his responsi-

bility, he will need to remain under the supervision of

someone who is not subject to such cultural pressures. Such

supervision may be limited to rnonthly, quarterly, oF even

annual fraternal visits. The training of several individu-
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increase the liketihood 'of finding suitable candi-

the various levels of responsibility. It should

that v¡ere these individuals to become involved in

for advancement, considerable friction could re-

competitive element should therefore be downgrad-

as possible. If competition becomes intense,

measures wiII need to be taken even if thy in-

vo1ve the removal of a highly capable candidate. Such mat-

ters are best dealt with by the settlers themselves.

Good relations with political and civiL service authori-

ties can provide much-needed protection from the interfer-

ence of other officials, âS well as influence them toward

positive action on their part or that of their colleagues.

Considerable attention wiIl therefore be given to the devel-

opment of good relationships at all leve1s. It is recogniz-

ed that many lower level government agents, including agri-

cultural and other extension personnel, are poorly trained

and motivated. À goodly number will however change radical-

Iy when they are given the opportunity to participate in a

program, especially if it wilt enhance their prestige or im-

prove their working conditions. It is likeIy that consider-

able retraining will be required and that the program will

be somewhat less acceptable to the people due to "govern-
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Bad experiences are not that quickly

forgotten. 1f, however, good relations have been estab-

lished between project personnel and the people, such diffi-
culties should be quickly resolved. Having gained the coop-

eration of such an individual would result in reduced

problems for participants as well as the provision of low

cost heIp.

Higher leveI officials wiIl receive regular reports as

well as visits from program personnel. On such occasions

they will be made atrare of the importance of their moral

support. They will be invited to visit the project and when

t,hey do so, be given due recognition. While social contact

wilI be encouraged, administrative involvement will be at
most extremely Iimited.

6.13 EVALUATION AND PRoGRAM RE_oRGÀNIzATToN

Once the program is operationalr conscious effort must be

put into its evaluation on at least two levels. First,
evaluation must be carried out at the individual settlement

level-. This will involve the settlers as weII as the

project and program administrators. The program administra-

tors will help Èo assure that the evaluation is carried out

in an objective manner. Secondly, the program as a whole

will need to be evaluated at least annually by t,he program

administrators. The occasional involvement of outside de-

velopment personneL will assure objectivity at this leveI.
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Continuous project monitoring and evaluation wiIl be a

normal outcome of the open discussion foreseen in afternoon

and evening sessions. Normally this will not result in any

organized evaluation proceSs and' hence, DO clear evaluative

statement. Discussions must therefore occasionally be guid*

ed So as to produce a clear understanding concerning the ex-

tent to which objectives have been attained, and aS to de-

sirable changes both in terms of program and objectives.

Bryant and White (1980:45) propose the following set of

questions for the purpose of project evaluation:

1.

¿.

Has the project met the goals as specified initially?

Has the project meÈ the expectations of those in-

volved? Of those administering the project? Of

those impacted bY the Project?

Has the project been able to develop a process which

is meeting the ongoing needs of all involved groups?

Could comparable alternative processes have achieved

the same goals at less cost?

Do involved groups wish to continue with the present

program as implemented, or are they demanding a

change in the Plan or Project?

Does the project contain sufficient flexibility to

allow it to respond to nevt information?

)

A.

6.

5.

With the answers to these questions in hand, evaluation



at the

1.

1ss

second level will involve:2o

The extent to which a project develops institutions

that will be able to organize and maint'ain the new

services over time.

Its effectiveness in reaching specific target groups.

Including demonstration effect.

The amount of behavioural change that occurs. Do the

farmers adopt the new technology, or do they agree to

adjust their traditional practices?

Whether the program personnel have learned from the

project experience and altered their processes to fit

the development task

Whether the program succeeds in mobilizing the public

and expanding awareness of their capacities.

Whether the part ic ipants are taken seriously as

sources of new ideas.

The extent to which t.he project has been consistent

with the capacities of the local community.

Its effectiveness in increasing the administrative

capacity of lower level officials.

The extent to which other agencies and government de-

partments have been used as resources and sources of

support.

2.

3.

¿"

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

20 Àgain borrowing
1982:150).

heavily from Bryant and white (1980¡46;
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The value of the evaluation process depends on the extent

to which the information thus generated is actually put to

use. Use will be greater if the information is properly

packaged and presented to those involved in an understanda-

ble fashion. Considerable care and effort must therefore be

expended in the gathering and processing of information.

Once this has been accomplished, objectives wiIl need to be

redefined, and programs reorganized by those concerned in

order to develop a more realistic and more efficacious pro-

gram.
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ChaPter VI I

CONCLUST ON

Zaire, as well as much of the rest of Àfrica, is experi-

encing food production below domestic requirements. The re-

sponse has almost invariably involved large-scale projects

requiring huge amounts of investment capital. Despite these

expenditures no real increase in agricultural output has oc-

cured. Per capita output is, in fact, decreasing. The so-

lution to this problem will require the mobilization of the

mass of traditional agricultural producers.

Concern for rural development in Zaire focuses on three

i ssues: food self-suf f ic iency, underemployment , espec iaIIy

of adult males, and, eventually, the generation of foreign

exchange. The foregoing study, particularly the second

chapter, demonstrates that the potential for food self-suf-

ficiency in Zaire exists at the macro level. Chapter five
gives us the guidelines, based on a a survey of rural devel-

opment Iiterature and Àfrican settlement schemes, by which

this might be achieved, and chapter six suggests a means of

Iocal application.

By replicating the suggested program, at least two of the

objectives should be achieved. rncreased peasant participa-

157
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tion should lead to increased agricultural output while at

the same time greatly increasing the employment opportuni-

ties for men. Further opportunities will be generated as

the program expands to include the production of simple

tools and the processing of agricultural products.

The third objective, 'that of increasing foreign exchange

reserves, wiIl be realized somewhat later when excess output

reduces the need for food imports and provides products for

export.

À further result of the application of the guidelines

wiII be a significant change in Lhe status of women. No

longer will their role be primarily that of beasts of bur-

den, but their participation in the decision-making process

will be seen as a vital element of progress.

The emphasis on educat.ion together with a concern for

cultural values wiIl require a high Ievel of avlareness on

the part of expatriate personnel. Conflict should be ex-

pected whenever new technologies are introduced. Such con-

flict must not be avoided at aII cost, but dealt with in

such a manner aS t,o reduce it to the lowest, practical level.

The development and implement,ation of such a project wiIl

call for flexibility and innovation'

Whereas the development officer will likely approach the

situation with some idea of what is and what is not possi-
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b1e, the emphasis on local participation in planning may re-

sult in a totally different product from that which had been

anticipated. If possible pitfalls are properly considered

in the planning process, the end result should be a workable

project in keeping with the felt needs and, at least at an

acceptable IeveI, the cultural norms of the participants.

In addition to joint planning,

and awareness, the other necessarY

ability of sufficient arable land.

plies specifically to this type of

an emphasis on education,

condition is the avail-
This Iast condition ap-

f ood-production program.

The project proposal gives an indication of the guide-

lines' application under specific conditions. Though condi-

tions vary to a greater or lesser extent, only minor adapta-

tions of the principles presented should be required for a

food production program in any of the Central African coun-

tries.

In a more general sense, however, the guidelines apply to

any people-oriented development program and should thus be

of value under most circumstances. Ignoring any one of

them¡ âs has been demonstrated, might well lead to project

f ailure.

It is the hope of the author that the guidelines here de-

veloped will be of value to numerous development officers,

and in particular, to those just launching their development

career.
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À MÀP OF ZAIRE INDICÀTING THE KWILU SUB-REGION
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Àppendix A.
Figure 2.

THE SUB-REGION OF THE KWILU

WEST-KASAI REGIÍ!}I
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THE KI^IANGO-KT.IILU REGION EARLY IN THE 2OTE CENTURY '
1. Concession area of the Compagnie du Kasai,
2. Concession area of the ConpÈoir Commercial Congolais,
3. Area of C.C.C. activíty with Huileries du Congo Belge

consessions encircled.
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ExPansion of the croPland areas
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Food crops

THE AGRICLILTURAL POLICY
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Àppendix C.
Table 1.

I'ading buyers and euppliers of Belgian
in 1958

Sou¡co : - ¡mportcf couittics : B.C.C.B. r.pot¿'

- Coun,¡iet lrom øhích che goods fu ìmpotcd'

Exports (r)

I united States of America

; Bclgo-Luxcmbourg Economic
. Union

Buyers

France
' Grcat Britain
, German Fedcral

I tt"ly
: Ncthetlands

Congo and Ruanda-Urundi

t"'i

of total'

i Srveden
I

' French Overseas Tcrritories

Union of South Africa

Republic

Fcrlerrtion of Ccntrnl ¡\fric:r

Dcnmark

i Switzerland

I l"rrrn
: O,h.rt

24.7 . Belgo-Luxcmbourg Economic Union

I i United States of Amcrica
: t8'S i German Fcderal Republic

Imports (z)

' --" 1 - -'-l

' ot I

Suooliers : -/o":r{"-': of total I

rl'9 | Great Britain
9'7 i Nctherlands

9.2 , Imly
6't I Frrn."

, Tot¡l

5'3
2.t .

¡.6 j

(¡) Data besed on
Ruandn-Unrndi,

(z) D¡ta bascd on

Union of South Âfrica

Kenya and Uganda

Japan

Table No.2

FOREIGN TRADE

Note - In thic sphero, duc to lha customs union cxisting bctvcen tho tvo coo¡tries, the dâtr covrt
Bclgian Congo and Rusnda-Unndi in thc aBgrÊ8ete.

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi exporte

r'5 Switzerland
I'I Southc¡n Rhodcsir
r'o Angola

' 
o,7

i "'7I :-'t

36
15

9
8

4.2

3.8

3.'

t,3
r.3

r,3

r.o

tho paymcnta ægistered by thc Banquo Centr¿le du Congo Belge ct du

tho customs statistics.

: Portugal
i Dutch Wcst Indics

' ccn"da

Othcrs

Source: Belgian Congo Information and Publ-ic
Relations Office, 1960z83

roo , Tot¡l

iïirlllC*ËirõäiiõDucrs---
(listcd according to value)

MINING PRODUCTS

llfoìnl¡ :

- 
cdStt,cftac

- jold
- 

md^gdiatc ofe

- 
¡i¡c ...........

I.O

o,9

o,9

o.5

- ttnc ofc

- 
t¡i

- aunSst¿n otc

VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL FOOD PRO
DUCTS ; VIìGETABLE OII.S

9''

roo

Valuc i¡ millio¡¡
of f¡ancs

- crude polm øíl

- polm-nut oìl

- oìl.coket

- bleochcd palm

- polm nutt

- 
cdcoo

- teí

- p¿anut oil
- cotton.rccd oíl

- bononot

OTHER VEGET.ABLE PRODUCÎS

Maínly :

Volma l¡ tor l
I

5,tll.t
,,173.7

7032
578.9
115.6
113.6
2s52
117,1
85,I

- colto

- tubbe¡

- timb¿r ond ollíed productt ,,,-,,.,....,,.,.
- u¡cno ond punga lìbrct

i OTHER PRODUCTS (indust¡ial and sundw) 
!

I
I

261,1:ß
|(r)

tt,319
t3

35t.363
56,561
2,8.t1

92.216
I 1322

(r) r5,097,207 carats,

2,8t5,6
1,1102

679.9
237.6
231.8
220.8
20¡.t

79,5
79¿
70.6
s7.5

n,826
159,621
63,819

I0t,n2
2I,719
12,t 58
5,î72
2,717
6,935
6983

tt,362

TOTrfL... , ¿0,¡gr
I

t,080
819.J
3019
80.6

$,78
38,619

158,311
6.983

I

-JiorJ
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Aooendix C.
räËre 2 (cont'd)

Belgian Congo and Ruanda'Urundi impotr

Sourcc t forcl¡r Srodo ttotktict

FÀBRICATED METAL PRODUCTS """"'

MalalY :

- boílert, mchínes anil cnrtnct

- aútoñobíIet, traczon, blcTclcs

- cl¿ct¡ìcol nochinerJ" ond oPpdrotw """"'

- roltln¡ tzoch dt¿ talluay equípmcnc "'-'

- ¡løcr ond occdn ,rditpotldtíon cquìpnanc

- ob lrcntPortatíon cquíPment

- prcclsion ¡+tltuû¿L,t and øppdtøcu """

ORES, BASE
W^RES ......

6,181.4

Malnl7 :

- cdt, bo¡ anil *acl

IÍETAI.S AND METAL

- mì¡¿¡ol oilt o^.1 bl'Prc¿uctt

- ,oolt o^it o,he¡ b¿sc mcld' 6r'¡c'6t -"""'

- 
c6dl

- tolc

2,rsl
t,68'
,,08t

55lJ
38t
182

8s

*1N#oi"#"J,39"1#f'"J*YÎÎ

Molnly t

- 
êol,Oi

LEADING IllPoRTs I Velue- in míllions i volot. ;; toro i
i tl¡Lî'ãiè"i¿i"á to valuc) I of francs I .- 

i,

,!l

"t'
ill___iI ,rNtrnr AND vEcEr^Bt" 

"-99-1..::-îi ,,*u., i rn.r* 
îi oucrs ..'.."...'........'.. .'.'l ""v' Ì ----- ì

,lliìlìli, Noínry, I i iì i 12tJ i 6I,8St I
( ,, tt. ---tn-.. I

- 
popcr ond PÌo.túett -,"""'

lcs¿ tlv¿ad tcttílat,,,"""-'

- clothíil onil otlç¡ labrlc ottlclct ..,".','

- ¡ubbe¡ onil Ptoductt

31,?71

28,636

t8,170
10,913

332

758

L983

- tobdcco

- lumb¿t æil Products

Naínl1 : I I

-ltour mìtt Pro¿luct' -"""""""""':""""i :i"r\ it#,
- !kh, sh¿il.lbÈ anil mollotct | ,"1 t ,2,072

i _ nìtk ond ttoíry prcduc.t : esat ú..--..', 
| 

"r"rå i g,tta
' - m¿dt ...."""""""""""'| 

,?Js tt tzgTst'. 
- boorrort ønd alcohol 

,""'""""""""' -- I 
'r;; 

| 7,s21

\ - oro"rtt,d medt ond ,itÄ. """""""""""" I 
-rtt.,, 

', 21,5?9

i - ocsctobtct aaiJ 
. looil plørtu ..""""."""" 1 'rï- 

t g,Øg

I,68f.5
1.377,5

399

17r,8
t32,1

76

Source: Belgian Congo.Information and Public
nelatiónÁ 

-oãri"" ¡ 196o ! Bo-82 '

ts6,126

528,011

t0,8r4
10,e68
2s3,d35

s3t12

- tußø¡ o¡il conlccdonoty

cHEMrcALPRoDucrs. i 
l'30s'4 i76'316

Moìnlv: ! ,r, I 3J2s

- photmøceuticol producu ....',.."' Li2l I lJ6?

- ptdstíc on| ptod*,ctt .:....."""""""""" ! irO, ì ß;12
- í¡o¡td¡ic chemìcol proiltcu i 'r"ri*" 

\ 1,t67

- coto¡s ¿nd va¡nísh¿t ..:::'..."..:... .."""'í 'llø.t | +lot
- erplosíoes dnd inllamnablc prcJucu """1, 'ä.t 

i 5,1t6

- tonp nny'l olht cleaainl ptoductt """"' :.

- !crtilírcrt ......""""""""-

E't.8
110.8

s81.?

361

351.5

t95'3
50.8

75,871

,. _ coro¡s ¿nd vø.ß,¡"8. 
,;;;;.;;;;; ...... I ,16.7 t 1.30t

" 
- ,rpln,í"s dnrl inllamn. 'ä.t 

i 5,1t6'. 
- ilnP nnd olh¿¡ cledd¡nl Pto'luctt """"':

; - lc¡tilírc¡, ......'....'..."""':""""""""""" l, sa'z i t6'73s 
i1{r:

Iìitii
i .ro*r. c,-,.,y AND GLAss PRoDUcrs"'l 262'r I ze'uo 

irìli
:l!oínl,i;i
i - ¡toss antt prottuctt .-,..,,...'....'...'.:'...'.. i li:' ì 

t0''s' 
l

I - bticks, rcolín¡ til¿t ond othc¡ cc¡amics "'l r03 \ u'sgz 
ì

8,320

6,193

ó,370

6,101

6,3s5

9.766

Other Products

¡

......................, I
¡
I

lOTAL
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Appendix C.

Table 3.

PRIMARY FOOD CROP OUTPUT IN THE KWILU (.1 ,OOO Tonnes)*

| "..,
1s6e I 1s7o I 1s78 I 1s7s I

1e8o I 1e81 I

7,472

Peanuts

I rotal I 2,060 | 2,166 | 4,959 | 6,590 | 7,972 | 9,952 I

Sources: Division de 1'Àgriculture, 1970b,1979,198'1 .

*One must realize t,hat all production figures are estimates,
and not too much confidence can therefore be placed on their
accuracy for any given year. They are however indicative of
trends, since estimators can quite readily determine whether
more or fewer fields were planted, whether the harvest was
better or worse than that of the previous year, and whether
more or less of it v¡as marketed.
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Appendix D

SURVEY RESULTS

MEN

32

ves/No

WOMEN

-10

ves/Ho

YOUNG
MEN

7

Yes/No

Have you noticed an increase ln
the léveI of agricultural outPut
over the last 5 or 6 Years?

Is increased Production due to
Iarqer fields being cultivated
by [r," women?

Is the increase due to greater
participation of mem in Produc-
tion?

If so, do men make their own
f ields?

What type of work do men ëo?
FieId PreParation?

Seeding/elant ing?

Weeding?

Harvest ing?

TransPort and Product
SaIes?

(rf the interviewee is male) '
Do you PersonallY ParticiPate in
addition to fielã þreParation?

(re yes). For how manY Years
have'you done so? (average)

(rt this Period does not exceed
six years). How is it that You
particiPate now whereas You

32/o 1o /o

e/23 2/8

7/0

3/4
2.

J.

4.

6.

31 /1

5/1e

30 /o
24/6

1 4/18

7 /24

1s/7

e/0

0/e

1o /o
3/7

3/7

2/8

5/5

5/0

0/5

7/0

5/2

3/4

3/4

5/0

7.

8.

28/2

5.5

7/0

2.5

o
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did not

1 0. In what

do so previouslY?
Increased familY food
requi rements?

Increased market Prices?

Increased demand?

The need for moneY?

Other.

ways do you Part,iciPate?
Fiêld preparation?

Seeding and Planting?

Weeding?

Harvesting?

Transport and Product
SaIes ?

foresee the continuation
an increase in:
Your own particiPation?

The particiPation of
those not currentlY
i nvotved? 30/2 7/0

e/-
10 /-
7/-

17 /-
3/-

2e/o

23/5

20/e

13/15

22/4

28/1

3/-
4/-
3/-
5/-

7/0

6/1

2/5

3/4

4/1

7/0
11 .Do you

and/or
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